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INTRODUCTION
The 2020 COVID-19 pandemic has
challenged the traditional approaches
used by chambers of commerce to
foster networking within the business
community. Chamber events have long
been a mainstay for gathering the
business community, making new
business contacts, building profile and
celebrating success.

Over the past five months, every time
CCEC gathered executives in peer network
meetings, a major focus has been events.

“What are other
chambers doing with
their events?"

In addition, events have been a significant revenue
generator for chamber operations, often intertwined
with sponsorship support. With the varied government
restrictions related to gatherings, chambers have had to
navigate how to best meet the needs of their members
and adapt to an ever-changing environment.
In response, CCEC has hired a consultant with experience
in virtual events to prepare a resource guide for
chambers to help answer these questions and more.

The 75+ page playbook includes chapters
covering the following topics:

"How do we move
from in-person
to virtual?"

"How do we make
virtual events
interesting for
members?"
“How do we
make money?"

Chapter 1 The Transition from In-Person to Virtual Events
Chapter 2 Technology Considerations
Chapter 3 Monetization and Support for Virtual Events
Chapter 4 Safety and Liability Considerations
Chapter 5 Considerations for Holding Hybrid Events in the Future

“What technology
should we use?"

Chapter 6 Revenue Replacement
Chapter 7 Examples of Events Staged in Virtual Settings

“What do we
need to know when
staging in-person
events again?"
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CHAPTER 1

The Transition: From In-Person to
Virtual Events
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought
unprecedented disruption to the events
industry and to organizations that rely on
conferences and events as sources
of revenue. while many events that were
planned as face-to-face have “pivoted” to
virtual events, the industry is still
reeling, as are businesses who may not
benefit from virtual events as they do
from face-to-face events.1
Due to these circumstances, the virtual event industry is booming.
In fact, some people in the events industry have declared that
“the future is virtual”. 2
Now is an excellent time for organizations to fully integrate
virtual events into their business planning. Virtual events are
not simply a “Plan B” -- they should be a bona fide part of your
future, fully integrated into your business planning, and not
viewed as simply a temporary measure that is necessary but
inadequate.
When deciding whether or not to make your event virtual,
consider what you hope to gain from the event and how well those
goals can be reached virtually versus in-person.3
It is incorrect to assume that you can just transition your live event
to a virtual event without adjustments. Both types of events require
extensive planning, but engagement will unavoidably be different
at a virtual event, and there is no way around that. Additionally,
now more than ever, people are carefully examining their return on
investment from attending virtual events. 4

To ensure the success of your event, and that
you can demonstrate return on investment to
your attendees and sponsors, consider using
“perspective taking” to plan all of your events:
plan the event through from the perspective of
your attendees and sponsors5 and then align
that perspective with your business goals.
This shift should make it easier for you to
articulate the benefits to your attendees of
attending your virtual event.

1 https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/buckner-events-convention-industry-shut-down-1.5584748
2 The future is hybrid: What will events look like post-COVID-19?
3 CVENT Guide to Virtual Events
4 What Events May Look Like After the Pandemic
5 Psychology Today: The Power of Perspective Taking
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1.0 - PLANNING YOUR
VIRTUAL EVENT
As you work through every aspect
of your digital event, consider how
you can provide the most value in
new ways. Make sure you revisit the
primary goals (the WHAT) and
objectives of your event.
Is it to educate? To facilitate networking?
To showcase or launch a new product?
Even though you may need to change the delivery
format (the HOW) of your event, the WHY
(goals and objectives) should remain the same
and should remain at the forefront of your
decision-making as you choose the technology that
will help you deliver a successful virtual event.
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It is essential to design your entire guest
experience first, and then decide on the
best virtual platform for your event.
Generally, you will want to do the
following:
Determine the business reason for your
event; look for “gaps” that your virtual
function may fill (for example, events that
have been cancelled, meetings that may be
required by bylaws or corporate governance,
etc). Be very clear and specific about the
business problem or need that you are
trying to fill with the event.
Decide what kind of virtual event you will be
holding.

Develop your plan: use best practices in
guest management, content management and
attendee engagement to design your entire
guest experience.
Review platforms to determine which works
best with your business goals and desired
guest experience.

Procure the platform and customize it for your
virtual event.
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1.1 - WHAT TYPE OF VIRTUAL
EVENT SHOULD I HOLD?

1.2 - BEST PRACTICES:
GUEST MANAGEMENT

Virtual events generally fall into these categories:

Have a Backup Plan
All events require troubleshooting and virtual events are no
exception. On 24 August 2020, millions of Zoom users across North
America and Europe discovered that Zoom was malfunctioning6
and were left scrambling to find a different way to hold their
meetings. If Zoom is your platform of choice, use Down Detector
- Zoom to monitor Zoom outages in advance of your virtual event.

On-Demand Virtual Events
These events contain digitally presented content that can be
viewed at any time by your attendees. For example, a pre-recorded
webinar that your attendees can view whenever works best for
them.
Real Time Virtual Events
These events are held in real time, using either:

a

The “live” function on social media - Instagram Live, Facebook
Live, etc. During these events, your audience consumes your
content in real time, but does not interact with it much. This type
of event is good for tours, classes, and other activities where the
audience is largely receptive.

a

A virtual platform that allows you to present recorded content
to all of your attendees at the same time, and is enhanced by a live
questions and answers period or panel discussion; or

a

A virtual platform that allows your attendees to consume all of
your content in real time while also networking in real time. This is
the closest to in-person events.
Determining the best type of virtual event is an important decision
that depends on the nature of your target audience, your business
goals, available resources for virtual platforms, and your timeline.

1.2 - BEST PRACTICES:
GUEST MANAGEMENT
Ensure your Attendees are Prepared
Where technology is involved, so is user error. Not all of your
guests will be tech savvy. Depending on the nature of your event,
it may be a good idea to create a guide or checklist for your users
and share it with them before your event. This will allow you to
provide links to the platform, instructions for logging-in, log-in
credentials, times of sessions, how to use the messaging tools, and
troubleshooting tips. If your event is long or complicated, you could
allow your users to access the platform in advance of the event
to familiarize themselves with it. This will reduce stress on the
day of your virtual event, and allow for a better overall attendee
experience. If your event has a host, you can ask that person to
record an introductory video for your attendees, and send it to
them in advance of the meeting.
6 Zoom Outage Across the US and Europe
7 Blog: How to Deliver a Successful Virtual Event

But regardless of your platform, have a back-up plan! Collect details
about your attendees before the event so that you can contact
them if you encounter issues with your platform, and if necessary,
move the event to a different platform. For example, you can
move a webinar from Zoom to BlueJeans quite easily, provided you
can quickly connect with your audience. Your back-up plan could
include a back-up date and time to reschedule your event, or it
could include moving your entire event to a new platform.
Plan Your Virtual Event from Start to Finish
A good plan involves the perspective of the audience you are
hoping to attract. Make sure you have a plan that considers7:

aWho is your target audience, and how will you connect with
them?

aWhat kind of experience do you hope to deliver?
aWhat would this experience be like from the perspective
of your audience?

aDoes this experience support your business objectives
for holding the event?

aWill the event be live, on-demand, or both?
aWhen is the best time and date for the event?
aWhere do you want the content to be consumed, and how will
it be consumed?

aWill access be paid or free? Is sponsorship needed?
aWill you require event registration?
aHow will you promote the event?
aDo you plan to work with an advertiser or other partner?
aDo you need to engage a professional event organizing
company?

aWill people still have access to your content once once
it’s over?
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1.2 - BEST PRACTICES:
GUEST MANAGEMENT

1.3 - BEST PRACTICES:
CONTENT MANAGEMENT

When building your agenda, make sure to factor in plenty of breaks
for people to get a coffee or tea, use the restroom, check in with
the office, and — especially these days — take care of their kids.

II. Keep Your Content Available After Your Event
Record your virtual event and keep all or a portion of it available
to attendees after the event. This keeps your content front and
center in the minds of your audience, and it allows them to
return repeatedly to your content. This approach also provides
opportunities for you to integrate your brand or that of your into
your on-demand content.

If your event is a short one or two hour function, it is still a good
idea to build in short breaks for your attendees, as this reduces the
mental fatigue associated with use of technology.

1.3 - BEST PRACTICES:
CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Virtual events are dependent on content - your content must be
what “wows” your audience. But regardless of how amazing your
content is, it cannot overcome the limitations of human cognition.
Our brains simply do not have endless capacity to focus and retain
information. The best strategy for ensuring that your attendees can
consume and retain your content is to ensure that your content is
“actionable” - that is, that your attendees can immediately apply
it, and see its relevance to their lives. There are four excellent
strategies for keeping your content actionable:
I. Use a Content Strategy
Content strategies were developed in the world of e-learning, long
before the pandemic, to ensure that content that was presented
electronically would “stick” and transfer to the workplace. It is
still an extremely effective principle that works equally as well
for all content that is presented virtually. Two such strategies are
included on this page8.
The chunking of content and the interaction may look different for
a meeting than it does for a webinar, but if you want your attendees
to remember your content, having a content strategy is essential.
Regardless of which content strategy you use, the principles are the
same: make sure that breaks are added regularly and intentionally
- for example, they are included in your agenda or you notify your
audience about breaks with a dedicated slide in your presentation
- and that content is “chunked” into topics that last ten to twenty
minutes. Finally, adding interaction (for example questions and
answers or a poll) every four to eight minutes. This will help your
attendees maintain their focus and absorb your content.

8 Ten Training Design Strategies

III. Sacrifice Content that does not Work Virtually
It is impossible to present all content virtually in the same manner
that you would during a live event. Assess your content carefully,
and if you cannot present it with frequent opportunities for
voluntary engagement, then consider presenting it via another
method (white paper, email, etc).
IV. Spread Your Content Out Where Possible
If you have a lot of content - for example, if you are moving a two
day conference to a virtual platform - consider spreading the
event over multiple sessions. For example, instead of hosting
a single eight hour event, consider holding four smaller, ninety
minute events over the course of two to three weeks. This allows
you to maintain the integrity of your content without losing the
engagement, participation and focus of your attendees.

EXAMPLES OF A

CONTENT STRATEGY
The 90/20/8 Rule
1

You can present your content for 90 minutes without a break.

1

Chunk your content into topics that are 20 minutes long .

1

Have some interaction every 8 minutes.

The 60/10/4 Rule
1

You can present your content for 60 minutes without a break.

1

Chunk your content into topics that last 10 minutes.

1

Have some interaction every 4 minutes.
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1.4 - BEST PRACTICES: ENGAGEMENT AND NETWORKING
Nothing will ever replace in-person engagement - hallway conversations, shaking hands, chatting
with a speaker after the session - but as we will be online for the foreseeable future, it is a good
time to learn about and commit to engaging virtually. To be successful, consider the following
engagement and networking strategies during your virtual event:

1

Provide Many Opportunities
for Voluntary Engagement

You want your attendees to engage with you, the
event host, but also with each other. This can be
done by using virtual polls, strategic pauses for
questions, quizzes, and other forms of
interaction throughout your event.
To allow your attendees to engage with each
other, consider having a dedicated Slack channel
for your event, or using an event app with
member-to-member chat.
If possible, your virtual event should include
planned voluntary engagement opportunities
every four to eight minutes.
Coach your speakers to build in live “Q and A”
points and polls to ensure that your attendees
do not retreat to the very elusive role of observer
during your events. When you are designing
your virtual event, make sure that voluntary
engagement is a primary component of your
agenda.

2

Designate Moderators for
Chat and Tech Support

You want to be fully engaged with your audience during your event. Engaging a
moderator for your event allows you to focus entirely on your audience, while
someone else manages the technical support and moderation aspects of your
virtual event.
Appoint a moderator to monitor the questions and reactions of your attendees,
and add strategically timed breaks to your content. During these breaks, your
moderator can present questions for your speakers’ response.

3

Use Match-Making Software to Allow Your
Attendees to Meet “Face-to-Face”

Match-making software allows your participants to schedule and attend individual
appointments with each other. Depending on the size and budget for your event,
you may wish to add this feature to your virtual event.
For information on matching-making software, please refer to the chapter on
technology considerations.

1.5 - SETTLE ON YOUR PLATFORM
Once you have designed your guest experience from start to finish, you are ready to decide on a platform to host your event.
For many virtual events, standard, reasonably priced and easily accessible video conferencing software is sufficient: Zoom, Microsoft Teams,
Google Hangouts, Adobe Connect, GoToMeeting, BlueJeans, and Cisco WebEx are all good options, and likely to be known and accessible to
your audience.
For events with more complex needs (paid registration, confidential polling, etc), you may need to engage a platform that is dedicated to
virtual events, such as EVENTMOBI, PheedLoop, Hop-In, OnAir, or 6Connex. The following chapter provides more information on technology
considerations.
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PERSPECTIVE TAKING

8 STEPS TO EVENT DESIGN FROM THE
AUDIENCE PERSPECTIVE

2.0 - PRODUCING YOUR
VIRTUAL EVENT

The worldwide travel company
Maritz, has developed an 8-step
process to design events using
“PERSPECTIVE TAKING”
- that is, designing and producing
your entire event from the
perspective of your audience9.
This provides an easy and accessible process to
produce your virtual event. For this paper, Maritz's
8-step process has been revised slightly to
accommodate the shift from in-person to virtual
events.

9 8 Step Event Design Process Using Perspective Taking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Announce
Attract
Anticipate
Arrive
Enter
Engage
Exit
Extend

ANNOUNCE
YOUR EVENT

Your announcement should feature your
brand front and center and should set
the stage for your attendees’ experience
with your event. Use your announcement
to capture your attendees’ attention in a
meaningful and memorable way that is
specific to your event; this can be done with
a creative email invitation, a link to a video
from your CEO inviting your attendees to the
event, a “digital swag bag” delivered to your
attendees, or a handwritten invitation with a
gift sent by mail.

2.3

However you choose to announce your virtual
event, make sure that it is memorable, and
linked to the business outcomes that you
have identified for your event.
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2.2

2.1
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WOO YOUR AUDIENCE

Your audience is likely to have many draws on their time, and you will need to demonstrate
that adding your event to their schedule is beneficial for them. If your guest was captivated
by your announcement and has committed to your event, they have set a mental expectation
for the experience that you’ll provide.
Follow up with every confirmed attendee and thank them for their registration. Consider
giving your attendees an opportunity to interact with the event platform that you will
be using for your event in advance of your event, as this will eliminate time-consuming
questions on the day of your event. Send your attendees a personalized welcome message
with all relevant information about your event, and a step-by-step process for engaging
during your event.
If you are using an event app, you can send your attendees a link to download the app, sign
in and see your branded welcome. Whatever you choose to do, this phase will help you
to align the expectations of your attendees with the actual experience that you plan on
presenting to them.

WELCOME YOUR ATTENDEES

Make the entrance to your virtual event as seamless as possible. Ensure that your attendees receive a welcome email a few hours before your
event, with personalized access to your event portal, reinforcement of log-in procedures, etc. You may also choose to deliver a gift to your
attendees on the day of your virtual event that they can use during the event; this could be a branded coffee mug or cocktail glass for use during
your introduction, a snack from one of your sponsors, or a gift that aligns with the theme of your event.

All previous phases have been building up to
this moment - your virtual event.
This phase should focus on providing the
experience that you have designed for your
attendees. Implement your event plan, keep
your back-up plan available, and engage with
your attendees. Remember to apply your
content strategy, and give your attendees
plenty of opportunities for voluntary
engagement.

PROVIDE A
MEANINGFUL EXIT

The closing of your virtual event is a perfect
opportunity to give your attendees a
“signature moment”, something that will
live in their memory about your event. This
is slightly more challenging during virtual
events, but it is not impossible.
Close your event with a link to your event
theme, and a personal good-bye to your
attendees. This is the last item on your
agenda, and also an opportunity to remind
or inform your attendees about your future
events.

2.6

ENGAGE WITH
THE AUDIENCE

2.5

2.4

If your event is being moderated, you may wish to have your assigned moderator enter the virtual platform before the event starts to personally
welcome your attendees. When your attendees arrive in your virtual platform, you want their entry to be seamless, and if possible, personalized
to them.

EXTEND AND
SHOW ROI

This phase presents an opportunity for your
attendees to recall and relive your event;
this is valuable as it reinforces their positive
experiences. If possible, link this extension to
one of the elements of interaction from your
event. For example, during your event, ask
your attendees to note one “a-ha moment”
that they had during your event in the chat
area of your platform. Archive the responses,
and send your attendees personal notes with
a branded screenshot of their “a-ha moment”.
This helps your attendees stay connected
to your brand and reinforces their positive
experiences with your virtual event.
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THE FOLLOWING ITEMS SHOULD
BE CONSIDERED WHEN YOU ARE
BUDGETING FOR YOUR EVENT.
3.0 - BUDGETING

aThe cost of your virtual platform and/or event app;
aStaff resources;

Virtual events may include cost
savings in some areas (i.e., venue
and catering) but increased costs
elsewhere (i.e., technology
platforms). Additionally, there is
still some resistance on the part
of attendees to paying to attend a
virtual event.
These factors make budgeting an important
consideration for any virtual event. It is a good idea
to complete your budget while you are designing
your guest experience. This will allow you to add
line items related to each aspect of your event.
The following items should be considered when you
are budgeting for your event:

aSpeaker or presenter fees;
aVideo-production (if you are recording your event
for your attendees to revisit after your event);

aStreaming service (as many platforms require
pre-recorded videos to be stored on an external
streaming platform such as YouTube or JW Player);

aAudio-visual services for live streamed or highly
produced events;

aExhibitor and sponsor activations;
aVirtual training for your speakers;
aMarketing activities to attract your audience; and
aThe costs associated with your back-up plan.
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ATTRACTING ATTENDEES
IN THIS SECTION, WE’LL COVER...

4.0 - ATTRACTING
ATTENDEES
Attracting attendees to your virtual
event may be its most challenging
aspect.
The pandemic has been with us for
almost half a year (at the time of
writing), and with restrictions easing
across Canada, people are craving
in-person interaction and engaging
virtually is no longer a novelty.
However, once you have determined that your event
can be held virtually, and you have defined your
target audience and designed your entire guest
experience, there are definite and concrete steps
that you can take to market your event.

1
2
3
4
5
6

How to Market Virtual Events
Branding Virtual Events
Building a Dedicated Website or
Landing Page
Developing a Social Media
Marketing Plan
Publicizing Your Program
Attracting Registration in a
“Zoom Fatigue” Environment
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4.1 - HOW TO MARKET VIRTUAL EVENTS
Marketing a virtual event is not the same as marketing a face-to-face event. During live events,
you can use attributes of your location in your marketing efforts, and during virtual events, it is
your content that will attract your audience, and where your marketing efforts should be focused.
We are six months into the pandemic (at the time of this article) and people now have an
abundance of invitations to virtual events in their inboxes - virtual events are no longer a novelty.
Some concrete strategies for marketing your virtual event are below.

Brand Your Virtual Event

Your event should have its own unique brand that you will use in all of your
invitations and in your virtual platform. Wherever possible, link the theme of the
event and your target audience to the brand that you choose for your event.

Build a Dedicated Website or Landing Page

Depending on the size of your virtual event, you may want to have a landing page
under the domain of your corporate website. This allows you to publicize details
about your event, with your chosen brand, and encourages your attendees to register
for your virtual event. Tell your audience what to expect, which platform you will be
using, and what they will get from attending your virtual event.

Develop a Social Media Marketing Plan

Based on your marketing timeline and plan, you can share details of your event on all
of your organization’s social media. Try to mix graphics, photos and videos with your
announcements, and develop a publication schedule for your social media platforms
that is consistent and frequent.

Publicize Your Program

Your content is the primary draw for your virtual event, so it should be front and
center in your marketing efforts. Leveraging your speakers is an excellent way to
market your program.
Create digital announcements for your speakers to share on their own social media
platforms (“I am speaking at (INSERT YOUR EVENT) and I hope to see you there!” along
with the date and time of your event with a link to your landing page).
If you are charging registration fees for your virtual event, you can add incentives
for registering to these advertisements (i.e., the first 50 attendees using the code
“MYEVENT” will receive $50 off their registration fee”).
It is also important to continue marketing your event right up until it starts, including
the day of your event.
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4.2 - ATTRACTING REGISTRATION IN A
“ZOOM FATIGUE” ENVIRONMENT
Zoom fatigue is real and so prevalent that the Harvard
Business Review (HBR) has addressed it in one of their
most read articles of 202010 called “How to Combat
Zoom Fatigue”. While “Zoom Fatigue” has become part
of our vernacular, this expression really refers to the
exhaustion from and fatigue with all forms of video
conferencing, regardless of whether the platform is
Zoom or not.
Engaging via video draws on our cognitive resources in a different manner than
face-to-face interactions. When we are interacting in person, we have many
tools at our disposal to show that we are paying attention: eye contact,
nodding, taking notes, asking questions, the ability to have side conversations
with colleagues.
None of these are present during videoconferencing. Convenors and meeting
hosts cannot rely on “coercive eye contact” to encourage participation in group
discussions; in fact, the only way to demonstrate that you are paying attention
during a video conference is by keeping your eyes focussed on your camera.
Psychologists call this maintaining a “constant gaze” and we engage in this
behaviour far more during video-conferences than we would in real life, where
it would be virtually unheard of to maintain eye contact with one person for
hours at a time.

10 HBR: How to Combat Zoom Fatigue
11 CBC Article: Zoom Fatigue is Setting in

Zoom fatigue is so real that
psychologists are even starting to
advise on it11! There is a very good
possibility of this fatigue impacting
registration at your event.

aDesign your event so that your attendees are
focused on one thing at a time, rather than asking
them to multi-task (i.e., listen to a presentation
and complete a survey at the same time) ;

aBuild “video breaks” into your program, and have
a flexible policy that allows your attendees to
turn off their cameras at their discretion; and

aMake virtual social events discretionary.
aMinimizing obligatory video participation during
your virtual event will help to reduce “Zoom
fatigue”. Your attendees will undoubtedly
appreciate that you are acknowledging and
planning for this fatigue, so if you are doing so,
make sure you publicize it!
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5.1 - ENGAGEMENT IN
VIRTUAL MEETINGS
5.0 - CONTENT PRESENTATION,
NETWORKING AND ENGAGEMENT
- CONCRETE STRATEGIES

If your virtual event is a meeting - held for a specific purpose
such as an AGM or a board meeting where attendance is likely
to be mandatory - your approach to content, engagement and
networking will be slightly different than a virtual event that you
are holding that is optional for your attendees.

Virtual content presentation and
interacting virtually are not new
concepts. Companies have been
leveraging technology for decades to
deliver training, track performance,
and develop leads.

An excellent resource for designing highly effective virtual
meetings comes from an article written by the HBR that focuses on
encouraging participation in virtual meetings12. HBR researchers
studied cognitive principles and best practices in event design
and developed a set of rules for engaging your attendees during
virtual meetings. Interestingly, when they applied these rules to
virtual events, 86% of participants reported AS HIGH or HIGHER
engagement during these meetings as compared to live meetings.

As a result, there is a large base of research and
evidence on best practices for using technology to
develop content, interact and network.

Before you apply these rules to your virtual meeting,
it is very important that you understand and have
analyzed the reason for your meeting. Generally,
meetings are held for one of the four following reasons:

Event management and event technology companies
have leveraged this research during the pandemic
to develop tool-kits, how-to videos and blog posts
for companies struggling to maintain connections
to their customers during the pandemic. Many of
these tools are free, and easy to access, digest and
implement.
In the annex to this chapter, you will find a variety
of free resources that will help you to maintain your
event program during the COVID-19 pandemic.

aTo influence your attendees (this includes sales and lead
generation);

aTo make decisions (for day-to-day business or as required by
bylaws);

aTo solve problems (this includes hosted buyer/matchmaking
events), where one party has a need (the problem) and the
other party has a resource (the solution) ; or

aTo strengthen relationships (this includes awards and
recognition, networking, etc).

12 HBR: How to Get People to Actually Participate in Virtual Meetings
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THE SIXTY
SECOND RULE

Never engage a group in an issue until they
have felt the issue; do something in the first
60 seconds to help your attendees experience
the issue. This is the call to action, and it is
essential. If you are holding an event to engage
with people, your call to action will look much
different than if you are holding a virtual
meeting to reach a decision on a prickly policy
issue or to finalize next year’s strategic plan.

III.

You might share shocking or provocative
statistics, anecdotes, or analogies that
dramatize the issue. No matter what approach
you use in the first 60 seconds, it is essential
that your attendees understand the reason for
your event before asking them to engage.

II.

I.

Knowing the reason for your meeting is essential, and will drive the way you present
your content, and plan your engagement and networking opportunities. Once you
have identified the reason for your event, the rules are the same: create structured
opportunities for your attendees to voluntarily engage with you, your organization, your
content and your other attendees.

THE RESPONSIBILITY RULE

When humans enter a new setting, they clandestinely work to determine their role.
For example, when you enter a lecture hall at a university, you unconsciously define your
role as “observer” — you are there to be lectured.
To maximize engagement in your virtual meeting, you must overtly identify the role of
your attendees, and then treat them accordingly. Without this overt and clear role, your
attendees will default to the role of “observer”.
Create an opportunity for them to take meaningful responsibility. Show your attendees
their role rather than telling them what it is. If you are holding a meeting to take a policy
decision, then your call to action is about the decision and its consequences for your work,
and the role you clandestinely assign your attendees is DECISION MAKER.
The remainder of your event should be spent treating each attendee in a manner that is
consistent with someone in this role.

THE NOWHERE TO HIDE RULE

If your attendees know why you are holding your event, they have understood and received the call to action, and you have shown them what
role they should play during the event, you have a lot to build on. Now you should provide opportunities for meaningful, voluntary engagement
that allow them to fulfill their role before they retreat to the role of observer. If your platform allows you to use breakout sessions, make
frequent use of them. Assign your attendees small and frequent tasks related to the reason for your event and the role that you would like them
to fulfill. This is an ideal opportunity to integrate matchmaking activities into your virtual event.

EXAMPLES OF MATCHMAKING ACTIVITIES ARE:
Pairing suppliers with buyers and using
matchmaking software to facilitate appointments
and meetings between the two groups of
attendees.

MasterMind Groups which pair subject matter
experts (speakers) with attendees seeking
solutions to specific problems.
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5.2 - FACILITATING VIRTUAL NETWORKING
The biggest reason that many people attend live events is often for the networking opportunities.
Engagement during virtual events is different than during live events, and there is really no way to
get around that - engagement is likely to be one element of your virtual events that you constantly
struggle with. The HBR has addressed this topic as well; in May 2020, the HBR published a widely
read article on hosting virtual networking events13. The following strategies are recommended by
the HBR.

Invite the Right People and the Right NUMBER of People
If you are using a video-conferencing platform for your event, such as Zoom, make
liberal use of breakout rooms for networking. The HBR recommends limiting these
rooms to eight people; this ensures that each participant has enough time to
speak and to interact with the other attendees. You can start your session with all
attendees in one room, and then move them into break-out rooms containing 6-8
people, at the most. Ensure that there is a mix of people that are invited to your
networking event, and assign them to breakout rooms strategically - so one person
is not placed in a room that contains five people from one organization, for example.

Make Logistics as Easy as Possible
Make sure that your attendees have all the information that they need in advance of
your virtual networking event; well in advance of your event, your attendees should
know whether or not they need to download software, they should have the log-in
link and credentials, and an agenda. This will allow you and your attendees to focus
on the event rather than on technical support and questions.

Make Your Attendees Comfortable During the Event
Send out an email a few days before the event introducing your attendees to each
other, and then greet them when they enter the virtual platform. Make sure that you
build in time to allow each attendee to introduce themselves, and review the agenda
for the event, and to show people how the virtual platform works. Consider starting
the meeting by introducing the event host first, as this provides your attendees with
a sense of the tone you are trying to set.

Use Icebreakers to Start Your Event
After the introductions, ask each participant to answer a specific question, ideally
linked to the theme of your event. For example, “what is something unexpected that
you have done during the pandemic that you could never have imagined doing a
year ago?”. Open-ended questions that allow attendees to share information about
themselves and interact with the other attendees are often great icebreakers that
may reduce your attendees’ nervousness.

13 HBR: How to Host a Virtual Networking Event

Consider Limiting Your Networking
Event to Ninety Minutes or Less
People tire more easily in virtual environments
and that is complicated by how much time we
are all spending online these days. Limiting
your event to ninety minutes or less allows your
attendees to leave before they are exhausted or
have lost focus.

Use Break-Out Rooms for Large
Networking Events
If your networking event has a large number
of attendees - more than thirty, for example consider using breakout rooms where attendees
can meet in groups of 6-8 per room at the
most. Using this approach, you could do the
introduction to the event in the large plenary
room, and then divide attendees into groups of
6-8 people in breakout rooms. You attendees
can then do their introductions and icebreaker
activities in the breakout rooms.
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5.3 - EXAMPLE OF A VIRTUAL MATCHMAKING/NETWORKING EVENT
Destination Direct Canada is a unique hosted buyer / business
matchmaking program intended to showcase the value of
Canada’s convention destinations / tourism offices.

If this event is held virtually
in 2021, the following format
would be used.

Destination Direct Canada is owned by two Ottawa-based professional conference
organizers (PCOs) and is held each year in Ottawa. In 2020, there were 30 Canadian
destinations / tourism offices from almost every province and territory across Canada.

aThe welcome session would be held

Meeting planners and association executives with confirmed convention business apply
to the program and if accepted, are brought to Ottawa (all expenses including travel,
accommodation, meals and entertainment are collectively paid for by the destinations) for
two to three days of education and one-on-one meetings with Canadian destinations.
The event has traditionally been held in person, at a suite hotel in Ottawa; each destination
has its own suite, and activates the suite according to their destination branding and
business needs.

virtually using a Zoom plenary room;

aThe opening education session for
hosted buyers would be held in
the same plenary room as the
welcome session;

aEach destination would have its own
breakout room in Zoom with the ability
to add virtual backgrounds to their
Zoom profile to reflect their
destination‘s branding;

Hosted buyers and destinations schedule 15-minutes appointments with each other using
a matchmaking software (in this case, Pitch and Match) and then meet in the destination‘s
suite.

aConfirmed hosted buyers and

Planners complete a profile in advance of meeting with destinations explaining the type of
meetings and events they organize, and destinations are given the opportunity to outline
the benefits of their city for the meetings and events being discussed. Because of the
pandemic, the event organizers are contemplating holding Destination Direct Canada in a
virtual format in 2021, instead of cancelling the event outright.

aThe conference organizers would move

destinations would set appointments
with each other using matchmaking
software; and then

hosted buyers into and out of the
Zoom breakout rooms in accordance
with the schedules established by the
matchmaking software.

While a virtual hosted buyer
program does not have the
same “magic” of a face to
face meeting, many Canadian
destinations that have
participated in the program
in the past have indicated that
they would prefer a virtual
meeting over having the event
cancelled.
The organizers are confident the
networking components of the
program can be maintained in a
virtual setting.
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CCEC SURVEY

CCEC SURVEYED IT MEMBERS IN AUGUST 2020,
THE FOLLOWING WAS DISCOVERED

6.0 - VIRTUAL, HYBRID
OR FACE-TO-FACE?
With the re-opening of communities
across Canada, many organizations
have already started to gather in
person, in either fully live settings
with physical distancing or in hybrid
settings where some people meet
face-to-face while others attend
virtually. Your organization will
revisit this issue repeatedly.
There will likely be confusion over how to
proceed for some time, and this may be
complicated by regional factors across
Canada as well as future waves of COVID-19.

3%

Only 3% of Chambers said they had
cancelled no events due to COVID-19

81%

More than 81% cancelled a networking
event

52%

More than 52% cancelled a business
awards event;

37%

Almost 37% cancelled a golf event;

55%

55% of Chambers who cancelled an
event opted to hold the cancelled event
virtually.

53%

53% of Chambers said that their members
are requesting virtual events; and

73%

Over 73% of Chambers said that they
are considering physically distanced live
events.
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VIRTUAL, HYBRID OR FACE-TO-FACE

6.1 VIRTUAL EVENTS 6.2 HYBRID EVENTS
Virtual events are best for:

Hybrid events are best for:

aEvents with a largely receptive audience,

aEvents where restrictions on the size of gatherings may prevent all interested

such as a seminar that can easily be
transitioned to a webinar; or

aEvents that are smaller in scale and generally
held in person but where all attendees
cannot physically attend due to restrictions
related to COVID-19. For example, “lunch
and learn” sessions for employees that are
now working remotely.

Some considerations should be
kept in mind with respect to these
events:

aNot all content translates to virtual
events; if the integrity of your content will
be compromised, it may be better to look for
an alternative means of distribution (i.e.,
white paper).

aYou will likely need to coach your presenters
to ensure that voluntary engagement is
possible throughout the virtual event.

attendees from participating.

aEvents that have attendees with varying levels of risk tolerance; some
attendees want to participate in person but others are concerned about the
risks of attending a face-to-face event.

Some considerations for hybrid events:

aIdentify the minimum and maximum number of attendees that you require for
the in-person component of the event;

aDevelop a plan for limiting the number of live attendees if demand is higher
than can be accommodated (i.e., set a maximum number of attendees from
each organization or industry); and

aDevelop a plan if the response to the in-person component of the
event is not sufficient (i.e., if there are not 30 attendees registered by
November 15, 2020, the entire event will be held virtually);

6.3 FACE-TO-FACE EVENTS
aEvents where physical distancing and sanitation/hygiene requirements can
be accommodated without compromising the purpose of the event.
For example, smaller networking activities.

Some considerations for face-to-face events:

aReview the safety and liability considerations chapter to ensure that risk
is managed (i.e., that your organization is protected from onerous cancellation
penalties should you need to cancel your event);

aYou will also need to consider restrictions on the size of gatherings in your
province or municipality; and

aYou will also need to set minimum and maximum numbers for in-person
participation, and have a plan in place to limit participation to the high
number, and consider transitioning the event to a fully virtual platform or
cancel it outright if participation is lower than expected.
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7.0 - ANNEX: RESOURCES FOR VIRTUAL EVENTS

CVENT On-Demand Webinar: How Events will
Thrive in the New Normal
Thirty Minute Video Made by CVENT

Presentation on “Tomorrow’s Events” during
the International Congress and Convention
Association (ICCA) Association Management
Program:
40 Minute Video - Content Presentation
and Risk Management during Virtual Events

CVENT On-Demand Webinar: Best Practices to
Accelerate Your Pivot to Virtual Events
One Hour Video Created by CVENT

Corporate Meetings Network:
What to Charge For a Virtual Event
Link to CMN Article

Harvard Business Review: How to Get People to
Actually Participate in Virtual Meetings
HBR Article: Participation in Virtual Meetings
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CHAPTER 2

What to Consider When Selecting
Technology Platforms
Remember there is a need to
demonstrate value to your
stakeholders. As you work through
every aspect of your digital event,
consider how you can provide the
peak value in new ways.
Revisit the primary goals (the WHAT) and objectives of your
meeting/event (the WHY).

aIs it to educate?
aTo facilitate networking?
aTo showcase or launch a new product?
Even though you may need to change the delivery format
(the HOW) of your event, the WHY (goals and objectives) should
remain the same, and they should be at the forefront of your
decision-making as you choose the technology that will help you
deliver a successful virtual event.

When you are producing a virtual event,
it is important to ask one very important
question:

“WHAT AM I TRYING TO
ACCOMPLISH AND WHY?”

001
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Most video conferencing platforms have
the following standard features in their
basic licencing plans:

1.1 - VIDEO-CONFERENCING
VS VIRTUAL MEETING
PLATFORMS
Video conferencing is a Software
as a Service (SaaS) cloud-based
technology that allows users in
different locations to hold live,
face-to-face conversations over
the internet.

aHost up to a certain number of participants
(Blue Jeans is 50, Zoom is 100);

aUnlimited one-to-one meetings;
aUnlimited group meetings;
aRecording to local computer (upgrading allows you
to record to the cloud);

aMeet for a specified period of time (Blue Jeans is
unlimited, Zoom is 40 minutes if three or more people);

aOne click join (no software for participants to
Originally, SaaS video-conferencing products
reduced the barrier of entry for companies who
couldn't afford to have in-house video conferencing
software run on their servers.
Popular SaaS cloud-based video conferencing
technology products include Zoom, Facetime,
Skype, GoToMeeting, Blue Jeans, Cisco WebEx,
Adobe Connect and Microsoft Teams.
Many of these technologies have a low or no cost
plan for short meetings with a limited number of
participants. Users can upgrade from entry level
pricing plans to business and / or pro licences that
offer a greater number of participants and more
robust solutions for video conferencing.

download);

aDial-in by phone (at an additional cost);
aBreakout sessions and rooms;
aAdvanced host controls;
aWaiting room; and
aPrivate meeting ID.
Limitations can generally be lifted by
upgrading to a more robust licence or
package, such as Business, Pro or
Enterprise.
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VIRTUAL MEETING PLATFORMS

MATCHMAKING SOFTWARE

Virtual meeting platforms are also categorized as a
Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud-based technology
but they are generally more robust than video
conferencing options.

This type of software for business events matches
people based on characteristics and availability.

Virtual meeting platforms are designed to organize and execute
events in a virtual environment. These platforms are scalable and
can be customized based on the complexity of individual events.
Generally, virtual platforms have a monthly or annual licencing
cost and offer many options including live streaming, or ondemand content. Popular platforms include Pheedloop (Canadianbased), EventMobi (Canadian-based), Chime Live (the platform
used by the majority of Canada’s audio-visual companies), 6Connex
(International/US-based), Remo (International), Hop-In (UK-based)
and Aventri (International/US-based). There are dozens of virtual
meeting platforms available with varying features and price points.
Most virtual meeting platforms have the following features:

a

Registration & ticketing platform with built-in
e-commerce / online payments;

a

Event website;

a

Concurrent streams;

a

Real-time chat;

a

Live engagement;

a

Virtual exhibitors / tradeshow;

a

Gamification;

a

Speaker management;

a

Sponsor management and monetization features;

a

Mobile event app;

a

Video hosting;

a

Social media integration;

a

File sharing; and

a

Integration with third party systems.

Licencing for virtual meeting platforms is generally provided
on a per-participant model, but some suppliers do offer annual
licences and one-time use licences, depending on the individual
event.

One very common use of this type of software is for hosted
buyer shows or trade shows. For example, the IMEX International
Exposition, (held in Frankfurt, Germany in May of each year) solicits
meeting planners and association executives with confirmed
business from all over the world; in return for a flight to Germany,
and accommodations while there, accepted hosted buyers are
obliged to meet with fifteen suppliers in the events industry.
The matches between buyer and supplier are made with
matchmaking software. This software matches suppliers with
prospective leads, based on availability, business needs and
business offerings. Most matchmaking software is stand-alone and
can be integrated with other platforms. Examples of matchmaking
software include: Braindate, Eventbrew and Converve.
It is important to distinguish between matchmaking activities and
matchmaking software; matchmaking activities (such as virtual
trade show events) can be done using videoconferencing platforms
without using specific matchmaking software. In these cases, the
event host would use a manual approach to match people (hosted
buyers with sellers, for example) and then assign those groups of
people to breakout rooms. Using match-making software simply
means that the “matches” are made by the software rather than
the event host.

MOBILE APPS
Most platforms have an integrated mobile app which
can be used during hybrid events.
It is fairly uncommon to use an app when hosting a 100% virtual
event because the virtual platform is generally accessed from a
desktop or laptop when attendees are participating from home or
the office, making the need for an app redundant.
Using an app during a hybrid event is definitely worth considering,
as attendees who are participating live will be looking for an easy
and quick way to access event details.
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GAMIFICATION
Both video conferencing and virtual meeting
platforms can be used to implement gamification,
either by your in-house team, or by external
providers who specialize in this type of
production.
Gamification can be a huge boost at your event, creating the
motivation that your attendees will need to stay engaged
throughout your conference or event. Consider gamification when
you begin to map out your event strategy and objectives and build
the actions, rewards, and incentives that will support attendees
in meeting those goals. Remember that you want to avoid your
attendees taking on the role of ‘observer’, so explaining the
gamification component during your event as early as possible is
essential to its successful outcome.
One example of gamification that is popular with EventMobi is a
“registration game”; when the app is used for an event, all attendees
are sent a link to download the app, and they accumulate points
for downloading the app, adding their picture, setting up a profile,
linking their social media accounts, and registering for sessions. A
leaderboard is integrated into the app, and the attendees with the
most points in the game are constantly updated by the app. This
gamification activity has the added benefit of getting attendees
accustomed to the app before the day of the virtual event.

Once you officially decide to proceed with your virtual
event, you will need to determine which technology
platforms and systems are right for you.
Fortunately, many virtual platforms and service
providers are available to choose from.
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SHOULD I USE A VIDEO
CONFERENCING CONFERENCING
OR A VIRTUAL PLATFORM?
You should use video-conferencing
if you say “YES” to the majority of the
following questions.

1

Are you expecting fewer than 100 people at your virtual
event?

1

Is your event live (as opposed to pre-recorded or
on-demand)?

1

Is the event free for participants?

1

Would you like to have participants join without downloading
any software?

1

Do you need to be able to share the host and/or
speaker’s screen?

1

Would you like to separate your attendees into breakout
rooms with relative ease?

1

Are you confident that your host and/or speaker(s) have
sufficient bandwidth to present without lag from their
internet connection?

1

Do you have sufficient in-house resources/staffing to
moderate your event?

1

Do you need to include simple polls and/or survey questions
at your event?

1

Are you looking for an inexpensive and simple solution for
this event?

You should use a virtual meeting platform if you
say “YES” to the majority of the following questions.

1Do you need to charge a registration fee for your event?
1Do you have an internal CRM that you need to integrate with
your platform?

1Do you require an abstract management system for speaker/
presenter submissions?

1Are you planning to offer a variety of sessions, both live and
on-demand?

1Do you need a platform that offers sponsorship and
monetization features?

1Do you need a platform that offers 1-on-1 video chats?
1Do you plan to provide simultaneous interpretation?
1Will your event have a trade show or exhibition component?
1Do you need outside resources or assistance to help produce
and execute your event?
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1.2 - Should I use Video-Conferencing or a Virtual Platform?
There is some overlap between the features of video-conferencing tools and virtual conferencing
platforms. The table below compares two Canadian virtual platforms (EventMobi and PheedLoop)
with two common video-conferencing platforms (BlueJeans and Zoom).
FEATURE

EventMobi

PheedLoop

BlueJeans

Zoom

Serve Canadian Business Market

Yes
Canadian

Yes
Canadian

Yes
American

Yes
American

Taking New Clients

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Self-Serve and DIY Options

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Offers Live Q&A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Offers 1:1 Networking

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Offers Polling

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Can Host Live Video

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Can Host On-Demand Video

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Has Its Own Streaming Service

No

Yes

No

No

Can Integrate with CRMs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Offers Internal Payment Processing

Yes

Yes

No

No

Offers API Integration

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

One note about
bandwidth concerns
and your virtual events.

Bandwidth will likely be an issue
that you grapple with throughout
the planning and production of
your virtual event. If you are using
videoconferencing, it is a good idea to
coach your speakers and attendees
to take active steps to preserve their
bandwidth. Some steps are:

a

Leave video off when it’s not needed;

a

Turn off HD video;

a

When you do screen share, only share as
long as absolutely necessary;

a

Use online collaborative documents rather
than screen sharing; and

a

Mute your audio when not speaking.

When you are using a virtual platform
(such as PheedLoop) with live video,
the platform has a team of producers
that are monitoring bandwidth during
the event. Since this is not the case
for events using videoconferencing,
it is important to ensure that your
speakers and attendees take action
to conserve bandwidth.
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PROFESSIONAL CONVENTION
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
(PCMA)
1.3 - Examples of
Canadian Associations
Using Video-Conferencing
Platforms

Professional Convention
Management Association (PCMA)
Canada East (Ottawa) Chapter
Lunch & Learn using Zoom,
Breakout Rooms and Gamification

The Professional Convention Management Association
(PCMA) hosts monthly Lunch & Learn type events across
multiple chapters in Canada.
The Ottawa Chapter chose to use Zoom for its networking
and education events and changed the typical Lunch &
Learn format to an educational session with an added
gamification component provided by a third-party provider
to enhance engagement.
The chapter held the educational session at 11:00am on
a Tuesday morning to try to reach as many members as
possible. The session was introduced by a moderator,
the format was explained and then the gamification
component was introduced right away to set the
expectation for participants that they had an active role.
The gamification component was a trivia game moderated
by a third party provider.
Participation in the gamification was 100%. Feedback was
sought using Zoom’s polling to identify overall satisfaction
with the event. The feedback on the gamification
component of the event was completely positive.
The total attendance was 74 people and there was no fee
to attend this session.
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CANADIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION (CPA)
1.3 - Examples of
Canadian Associations
Using Video-Conferencing
Platforms
Canadian Psychological Association
(CPA) Internship Fair using
Zoom & Breakout Rooms
Every year, the Canadian Psychological Association
(CPA) hosts a well-attended internship fair as part
of its annual convention. In 2020, they needed to
pivot to a format that allowed people to attend
without being a part of their convention or paying
the registration fees to attend their convention.
Using Zoom, they set up 45 individual breakout
rooms, with each breakout room acting as a
‘meeting room’ for each of the 45 participating
universities.

The ‘lobby’ was the main Zoom room and when people entered
this room, they immediately saw an index of breakout rooms
(Meeting Room # - Name of University) pinned to the screen.
The Chair introduced the internship fair, provided general
housekeeping notes and explained how the session would work.
Once all 45 university representatives were placed in their
breakout rooms, participants specified in the chat box which
breakout room they wanted to visit, and the Zoom moderators
and tech support moved people virtually into the requested room.
Meetings in individual meeting rooms lasted about 4-5 minutes,
after which participants would return to the main ‘lobby’ and
request to visit another meeting room. During the event, the
organizers sought feedback using Zoom’s polling feature, to
identify overall satisfaction with the event. The total attendance
was 246 people over two hours and there was no fee to attend
this session.
This was an example that used a matchmaking activity (pairing
universities with interns looking for work placement) using
a videoconferencing platform. This example could easily be
applied by Chambers of Commerce to host a mini-trade show
(for example, with 20 or less “booths”); in that case, each “booth”
could have its own Zoom breakout room and the event host could
move the attendees into and out of those breakout rooms.
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CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL
BOOKKEEPERS OF CANADA
(CPB CANADA)
1.4 - Examples of Canadian
Associations Using Virtual
Meeting Platforms
Certified Professional
Bookkeepers of Canada
(CPB Canada) using PheedLoop
The Certified Professional Bookkeepers of Canada
moved its annual conference to a virtual event
using Pheedloop, a Canadian-based virtual
meeting platform.

CPB Canada is using multiple Pheedloop tools, including
online registration using Pheedloop’s built-in e-commerce
transaction system, speaker abstract submission system,
exhibition/trade-show hall with sponsor monetization
features, event website, both live and on-demand videos,
and custom forms/reports and a hosted buyer program
that will be implemented using a third party provider.
The hosted buyer program is a matchmaking type of event
that allows sponsors to sign up for 1-on-1 video calls with
interested participants. In exchange, participants receive a
discount on their registration fees and sponsors receive a
unique opportunity to connect with virtual participants via
a 1-on-1 video call.
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CANADIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION (CPA)
1.4 - Examples of Canadian
Associations Using Virtual
Meeting Platforms
Canadian Psychological Association
(CPA) using EventMobi
The Canadian Psychological Association (CPA)
moved its annual 5-day conference and AGM to a
virtual event using EventMobi, a Canadian-based
virtual meeting platform.
CPA’s Virtual Series was held over a 10 week period
and new pre-recorded content was released weekly.
CPA primarily used the EventMobi platform in
conjunction with other outside suppliers because
they already had a complex CRM and abstract
management system for more than 3,000 speaker
submissions and over 800 academic poster
submissions annually.

CPA used EventMobi’s registration system, and their
on-demand content feature, opting not to present any live
content. They asked their speakers to pre-record sessions
and ultimately hosted over 400 pre-recorded sessions (over
600 hours of content) on an external streaming service (JW
Player).
This model was chosen for several reasons:

aAs new content was released every Monday, this kept
attendees returning and engaging with the platform;

aSince all content was pre-recorded, there was no need
for live presentation;

aIt prevented the mental fatigue that comes with sitting in
front of a computer for two to three days; and

aThe convention was intended to be held in May 2020, and
was cancelled in March 2020; the virtual event was organized
quickly, and it was less of a draw on the association’s
internal resources to organize content over an extended
period rather than an intensive shorter period.
In addition, CPA used EventMobi’s internal communication
tools to message their 2,000+ attendees about content that
would be released the following Monday.
They also used EventMobi’s internal survey tools to engage
with their audience and to solicit feedback about future
virtual events.
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2.0 - Organizing Virtual Events:
In-House or External Supplier?
Deciding whether to buy licenses or hire external suppliers
for your event will largely depend on the following factors:

2.1 Can I Manage the Event Internally?
The decision to organize a virtual event internally or to hire
professionals to run the event is similar to deciding whether or not to
use a professional conference organizer or audio-visual company for
your live event.
For smaller events, many organizations can effectively plan and run
their virtual event with internal resources. For larger meetings, the
amount and complexity of the work required can make the expense
of hiring outside resources worthwhile. Outlining your ideal event in
great detail is the single most essential step to complete before you
make this decision. Once you have outlined your event in detail, and
chosen your platform, you should be well-positioned to determine
whether your organization can manage the organization of the event
or if you need to hire an external supplier.
At section 3.9 of this chapter, you will find a checklist that will help
you to determine if you have sufficient in-house resources, time and
experience to undertake managing a virtual event yourself. If you
don’t have sufficient resources to manage the virtual event
internally, use the information below to help you identify various
technology solutions and professionals who can help you organize
your virtual event.

2.2 Considerations for Hiring External
Suppliers for Your Events
Once you officially decide to proceed with your virtual event, and
you’ve determined you aren’t able to organize this event internally
– you’ll need to identify what type of external resources and
support you need.
There are three main sources of support for virtual event
planning. These sources aren’t exclusive of each other. You could,
theoretically, use all three sources to organize a single virtual
event.

Virtual meeting platforms with account support
Most virtual meeting platforms have both a DIY version and an
account support version. If you don’t have the in-house resources
to manage the virtual meeting platform on your own, you can
upgrade your virtual meeting licence to include support from the
company providing your virtual meeting platform. This option will
allow you to work directly with an account executive who will assist
you with managing their platform.
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2.2 CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIRING EXTERNAL SUPPLIERS FOR YOUR EVENTS
Audio visual companies
Many audio-visual companies have their own virtual meeting platforms. They also have
significant in-house expertise and resources available to fully produce virtual events.
These platforms are generally used for larger events that require extensive production
features, stage management, video production, animation, etc. This type of platform is
also used for awards galas and celebratory events because of their amazing quality.
Many audio-visual companies can also integrate their production resources into third
party virtual event platforms.

Professional conference organizers (PCOs)
A number of professional conference organizers have certifications and expertise in
virtual event management. Hiring a PCO does not remove the need for a virtual meeting
platform or a video-conferencing platform; you will still need to choose a platform to
host your virtual meeting. Some PCOs have procured platform licenses so that they can
offer the use of those licenses to their clients on a fee-recovery basis. However, for the
most part, the PCO would take over the project management tasks that you don’t have
time or resources to handle internally. The PCO would work directly with the virtual
meeting platform and/or the AV company on your behalf.

There are number of questions you’ll
want to ask before choosing the type of
provider(s) you need to assist with your
virtual event:

aHow much does it cost?
aWhat services do they offer?
aDoes their service meet all of the
deliverables you’ve outlined for sponsors,
attendees, speakers etc.? Does it offer
polling, surveys, one-on-one chats,
analytics, reporting, etc.?

aCan you customize it with your event
branding?

aWhat types of training and onboarding
services do they provide?

aHow are customer service and support
handled – pre-event and in case of an
urgent situation during the “live” event?

aIs the platform and user experience fairly
simple and easy to understand?

aAre there any hidden costs or charges, such
as ongoing licensing fees, transcoding costs,
streaming fees, or additional fees for
exceeding projected attendance?

aIs there a way to store content after the
event to extend reach and value? If yes, for
how long?

aHow are integrations handled with other
platforms/providers?

aIs there a way to collect fees inside the
platform?

aDo they provide their own streaming service,
or do we need an external service?

aIs it easy for presenters to upload their
materials?
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3.0 - ANNEX: RESOURCES FOR VIRTUAL EVENTS

VIRTUAL EVENT PLATFORMS
AND CONTACT INFORMATION
Pheedloop Demo
Contact person: Mitch Malinsky
Email address: sales@pheedloop.com
EventMobi Demo
Contact person: Felipe Llano
Email address: felipe@eventmobi.com
Chime Live Demo / ENCORE AV
Contact person: Krista Cameron
Email address: kcameron@psav.com
Hop-In Demo
https://hopin.to/about

VIDEO CONFERENCING
PLATFORMS
Zoom Demo
Blue Jeans Demo
GoToMeetings Demo
Adobe Connect Demo

OTHER RESOURCES
3.9 Virtual Event Planning Checklist
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CHAPTER 3

Monetization and Support
for Virtual Events
1.0 MONETIZING YOUR VITUAL EVENT
As the world continues to transition from physical
to virtual, the same is happening to conferences,
trade shows, meetings and networking events.
There are numerous virtual platforms to choose
from and new and different program formats to
consider, but organizations across Canada are
struggling with the same question:

“HOW DO I CHARGE REGISTRATION FEES
FOR MY VIRTUAL EVENT?”
Unfortunately, there is not a single answer to this question. A lot
depends on your industry, the type of event you are offering, what
other revenue sources may exist for your event and what your
audience will tolerate in terms of cost.
Keeping Chambers of Commerce across Canada in mind, we have
identified the following reasons organizations may join their local
Chamber or Board of Trade:

a

Networking & lead generation;

a

Access to information and advocacy;

a

Publicity and joining local business groups with like-minded
professionals; and

a

Opportunity to gain group discounts on insurance and other
professional products.

The annex to this chapter contains an
excellent explanation from American Alliance
of Museums¹ for charging registration fees for
a virtual event; it provides forthright, well
thought-out reasoning for charging to attend
a virtual event.
This approach is strongly recommended as
it is likely to result in both an increased
understanding of the nature of virtual
events and in increased empathy from
your attendees.

1 https://annualmeeting.aam-us.org/covid-19-coronavirus-faq/2 The future is hybrid: What will events look like post-COVID-19?
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Use these key questions to help you identify
what you should charge for your event:

1.0 - MONETIZING YOUR
VIRTUAL EVENT

1

There is no magic formula for
setting registration fees.
When unsure about what your
members will tolerate, the best
strategy is to ask them.

2

Send out a survey or poll asking what
their comfort level is with registration
fees and what kind of events they
would like to see happening.
What may have been ‘very important’
to your membership eight months ago
is likely less important today.

3

How significantly have your members, participants, exhibitors,
sponsors and other partners been affected by COVID-19? Have
their budgets been severely impacted? Will attendees need to pay
out of pocket to attend your event? Many associations are offering
reduced registration fees to maintain engagement with their
members and to demonstrate their compassion for the current
crisis. Some associations are offering a sliding scale fee and others
are offering subsidies to cover the cost of event registration in its
entirety.
From a demographics perspective – what percentage of your
members and/or event participants are accustomed to meeting
virtually? Studies have shown that younger generations are more
optimistic about the education they may gain from virtual events,
whereas older generations are more likely to be skeptical of the
value of virtual events, because they are focused on networking.
In both instances, it would be wise to research your attendee
demographics, survey members from each cohort and identify what
level of virtual engagement they are comfortable with.
Your price point should be based on the value you are offering.
Attendees typically expect a highly produced event when they
attend in person. They expect an open bar and unlimited coffee,
audio-visual bells and whistles, and nice lighting and entertainment
during the gala dinner. This expectation does not change if they are
paying the same price to attend virtually. Attendees will question
the value if they are sitting through what feels like endless Zoom
chatter and YouTube videos with few networking opportunities.
Remember, content is king - your attendees will not be wowed by
the beautiful location, the amazing hors d'oeuvres or the AV bells
and whistles, but they will remember GREAT CONTENT.
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1.1 - KNOW YOUR COSTS AND
VALUE TO ATTENDEES
Before your virtual event can turn a profit, you need to know exactly
what hard costs are involved in the design and production of your
event. Create a detailed budget, with line by line itemization of the
costs for your platform, marketing, the production of your virtual
event and your back-up plan. Once you know the hard costs, you
know exactly how much revenue you need to generate, either
through ticket sales or through sponsorship.
Next, focus on the value of your virtual event to attendees. This
could be learning, being entertained, contributing to a cause or
feeling part of a community - whatever the value is, make sure that
you can clearly articulate it.
If this is your first virtual event, you may want to keep pricing in
the low to mid-range, and use the event as a learning experience
to help you to refine your virtual event program. You can then
incrementally increase the price of future virtual events as your
expertise grows.

1.2 - CONSIDER USING
MULTIPLE TICKET CLASSES
Like in-person events, your virtual events can offer tiered tickets
based on access to certain features of your event. Several models
of tiered ticket classes are below:

Use the “Freemium” Model
One way of implementing tiered ticket pricing is by using the
“freemium model” originally designed for software and application
start-ups². Keep your event open to everyone and charge attendees
to attend certain exclusive sessions. All attendees receive access
to basic sessions at no cost (“free” attendees) and those that are
willing to pay to attend get access to richer content and sessions
(“premium” attendees). As with internet start-ups and application
development, the goal of the “freemium model” for virtual events
is the same: to attract new attendees. You can offer free sessions
to all attendees with gated access to workshops and webinars with
paid access.

2 https://hbr.org/2014/05/making-freemium-work
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Access to Content
Another model of tiered ticket sales is driven by access to content.
You can offer viewers “read only” access to your content during
your event, and charge a higher “all access” registration fee for
attendees to engage with your content in live question and answer
sessions or panel discussions, and to have unrestricted access to
your content after your virtual event. Essentially, the more your
attendees buy, the more they experience. This sliding scale is
the most common form of ticket pricing for virtual events. This
approach requires the use of a virtual platform (such as PheedLoop,
6Connex or OnAir) and would be more difficult if you are using
video-conferencing (such as Zoom, Adobe Connect or BlueJeans).

1.3 - MONETIZE SPECIFIC
COMPONENTS OF YOUR
VIRTUAL EVENT
In addition to charging registration fees for your virtual event,
you can also monetize specific components of the event.
For example:

aVirtual fireside chats with your speakers or VIPs;
aPaid attendance at mastermind sessions; or
aPaid attendance at networking sessions (especially those that
include matchmaking).

Virtual Event Study 2020
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2.1 ATTRACTING SPONSORS
2.0 - ATTRACTING
SPONSORSHIP FOR
YOUR VIRTUAL EVENT
Hosting virtual events costs money.
There are the obvious expenses such as
event technology and costs associated
with audio-visual and presenters’
equipment, as well as the time and
resources necessary to successfully plan,
market, sell and execute the event.
These costs can be intimidating, and it is reasonable for
associations and their stakeholders to question how a virtual
event will produce a return on investment.

If you are trying to monetize your
virtual event with sponsorship,
always start with the question:

“WHAT’S IN IT FOR THEM?”.
Engage with your past sponsors and partners and ask them what
business needs you can help them attain before you develop
your sponsorship prospectus. New research reveals that there is
little tolerance for a hard sell - your business has changed, and
so has theirs. Despite the devastation that COVID-19 has wrought
on economies and businesses, a new survey of 450 business to
business marketing professionals, conducted by B2B Marketing
Zone³, showed the following:

a72% of respondents indicated that their marketing budgets
would increase, stay the same or only be cut moderately
(by less than 20%); and

a65% of respondents planned to allocate some or most of their
live event budgets to virtual events.

While registration fees are one source of revenue, creating
attractive sponsorship opportunities is the best way to
monetize your event.

3 How COVID-19 is Impacting B2B Marketing

This is good news for Chambers who are considering virtual
events but are concerned or uncertain about monetization and
sponsorship. Before developing your sponsorship package, talk
to your sponsors and find out what their soft spots and business
needs are, then spend your time developing a sponsorship
package that fills the gaps that they identified.
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2.1 - ATTRACTING SPONSORS
THINGS TO REMEMBER

Sponsors need access to your audience for lead
generation. You should always be looking at meaningful
and active ways to connect your audience with sponsors
and other partners who may be providing in-kind
sponsorship.

Unlike an in-person event, virtual events can be
repurposed long after the event date. Your virtual
event can be updated and promoted for months after
it is aired. Highlight this fact when speaking to potential
event sponsors. The shelf life of a virtual event is much
longer than a live event.

In many ways, there is better return on investment
for sponsors during virtual events, since your virtual
platform provides a wealth of data and metrics that
would be inconceivable during a face-to-face event. Your
sponsors will be able to know who attended, who met with
whom, who requested follow up or ordered services, who
watched presentations, and so on. Essentially, “virtual”
means “trackable”, so there are massive opportunities to
generate leads for your sponsors.

2.2 - WHAT IS OF VALUE TO
SPONSORS WHEN DECIDING TO
SPONSOR A VIRTUAL EVENT?
Understanding why your sponsors are involved in your events is
pivotal to identifying what they find valuable.
For the most part, sponsorship meets the business goals of an
organization. These business goals can change from sponsor to
sponsor, but most sponsors generally have one or more of the
business goals identified below when choosing to sponsor a
particular event.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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2.3 - WHAT YOU CAN OFFER
TO YOUR SPONSORS DURING
YOUR VIRTUAL EVENT
Below is a list of some sponsorship items
that may be valuable to sponsors before,
during and after your virtual event:
A. Pre-Event

aEvent marketing in the form of branded, pre-recorded
welcome videos from your sponsors;

aDedicated email messages to your attendees;
aLanding and registration page advertising, including banner
ads;

aSocial media promotion; and
aGiveaways and digital swag bags.
B. During Your Event

aReception branding;
aDedicated booth sessions (during virtual trade shows);
aStrategic mainstage and banner branding during plenary and
keynote sessions;

aSponsored chat messages;
aOpportunities to influence audience behaviour by using prizes
or referral points that attendees can redeem at the sponsor’s
store;

aSponsored networking sessions - sponsorship of Q and A or
virtual breaks;

Direct face time with prospects
Direct access to Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) data
Brand awareness / brand building
Increasing sales of a product or service
Building existing relationships (to stay top of mind)
Lead generation
Audience insights
Enhanced relationships
Advantage over absent rivals
Opportunity to connect and/or re-connect with customers

6 Zoom Outage Across the US and Europe
7 Blog: How to Deliver a Successful Virtual Event

aSocial media promotion;
aVideo messaging; and
aPush messaging from sponsors, if you are using an event app.
video-conferencing (such as Zoom, Adobe Connect or
BlueJeans).
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2.3 - WHAT YOU CAN OFFER
TO YOUR SPONSORS DURING
YOUR VIRTUAL EVENT
C. After Your Event

aInclusion in digital event bag / email;
aSocial media promotion;
aList of leads who visited or expressed interest in their virtual
booth;

aAttendee contact list;
aEvent data and analytics;
aEvent recording and transcripts for content repurposing;
aBranding in all post attendee emails;
aBranding in post-event survey; and
aStrategic video ‘thank you’ message.
D. Passive Brand Recognition Opportunities
During Your Virtual Event

aIntroductory video ads and CEO messaging at the start of key
sessions or during transitions;

aComplimentary tickets and/or registrations to the virtual
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E. Active Sponsorship Deliverables That Will
Appeal to Potential Sponsors

a

Branded Breakout Rooms and Break Areas: offer sponsors
their own dedicated live stream feeds for value based breakouts
or informal chats

a

Keynote Sponsorship Opportunities: during live events,
part of your sponsorship package may include a session or
presentation led by your sponsor, this can also be applied to
virtual events

a

Digital Event Bag: this is essentially a webpage with offers
from sponsors and could include: a video with a discount code for
your sponsor’s website, a special offer, a prize, or downloadable
white papers or ebooks. To get access to the landing page,
attendees must fill out a form, generating valuable data and
performance metrics for your sponsors. Promote the link through
all channels both in advance of and after the event.

a

VIP Pre or Post Sessions: invite your key sponsors to a VIP
session before or after the main event. Work with them to plan an
exclusive activity for VIP ticket holders (or participants that the
sponsor has expressed a desire to connect with).

a

Matchmaking / One-on-One sessions: provide an opportunity
for business matchmaking events where attendees register to
attend for a discounted price in exchange for participating in a
certain number of 10 minute meetings with various sponsors.

a

Make it fun! Incorporate a Real Life Surprise, Compliments
of Your Sponsor: surprise attendees with a sponsored home
delivery of a cocktail, meal or coffee. VOK DAMS, a large event and
marketing firm has coined the term “haptic moment” to describe
this practice, and has had such success with it that the company
has now proclaimed that “virtual is the new experiential.⁴”

event;

aDiscounted staff registration rate in addition to the
complimentary allotment;

aLogo and hyperlink on website and in your virtual platform;
aBanner ads on website and in your virtual platform; and
aMentions in your newsletter.

4 Virtual is the New Experiential
5 Business Wire: COVID-19 to Impact Marketing Budgets and Programs

It is worth mentioning again that sponsors get involved
in events to meet specific business needs. COVID-19 has
changed those business needs for many organizations,
so the first step should always be to ask your partners
what their business needs are; assuming those needs
are the same as they were in 2019 would be a mistake.
A one-size fits all sponsorship solution is not realistic
for virtual events, but a package that offers a variety
of options to meet the varying business needs of your
partners is a very attainable goal. The impact of COVID-19
on the event industry and on marketing efforts will be
felt throughout 2020, with many business-to-business
marketers relying on virtual events to replace lead
generation that they were planning on from
face-to-face events⁵.

Virtual Event Study 2020
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2.4 - HOW CAN CHAMBERS DELIVER VALUE TO SPONSORS?
It is important to prioritize the strategic needs of your Chamber before trying to identify what
sponsors consider valuable. If your Chamber’s goal is to find new revenue sources – sponsor value
will be different than if your goal is to stay in touch with your members.
1. Create grassroots community efforts during your
virtual events to encourage people to shop local (with
your Chamber members).
Much like the Canada United Campaign, try to partner with several Chamber
members to offer a donation back to a fund organized by your Chamber to
support local businesses in adapting to the pandemic. Offer sponsors an
opportunity to be a part of this initiative that will not only reach the broader
community but will also demonstrate their commitment to social responsibility.

2. Offer sponsors an opportunity to contribute towards
a ‘new membership’ fund where they can assist new
members to pay their dues for the 2020/2021 year.
In turn, allow each sponsor who contributes a specified amount to provide
a brief 60 second video on your website and on your social media platforms
welcoming new members to the Chamber and introducing themselves.

3. Consider virtual ‘brain dates’ or ‘speed-dating’ as a
way to engage your membership.
Sponsors want an opportunity to build relationships with your members, with
the end result of closing sales or increasing their brand recognition. Build these
‘brain dates’ around a specific theme to draw people with similar interests to the
virtual event.

4. Most virtual platforms
offer opportunities for
sponsors to receive passive
brand recognition via logos
and banner ads.
Sponsors generally want a more active
opportunity to engage attendees. While
passive opportunities remain important
for one of the sponsors goals (brand
recognition) it is important to remember that
relationship building is the most important
item at the top of their ‘wish list’.
It can be challenging to articulate the value
of your event to sponsors given the
uncertainty that comes with the pandemic.
To help you to convey this value and express
it to your sponsors, an excellent resource
has been included in the annex of this report
entitled “Twelve of the Best Sponsorship
Proposal Examples to Inspire Yours”. This
resource should help you to determine what
is important to include in your sponsorship
material and how to present it.
This is a time of unprecedented change in
the events industry, but remember that
virtual events provide a much broader reach
than with in-person events. Barriers to
attending are few, and the potential ways
you can impress sponsors are endless.

Virtual Event Study 2020
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3.1 Government Support for
Investment in Technology
Regional Relief and Recovery Fund: COVID-19

3.0 FUNDING AND SUPPORT
PROGRAMS

The Government of Canada has created the Regional Relief and
Recovery Fund (RRRF) for COVID-19. This fund is intended to:

aMitigate the financial pressure experienced by businesses
Several sources of funding may
be available to Chambers across
Canada to assist in technology
related to virtual events.

and organizations to allow them to continue their operations,
including paying their employees; and

aSupport projects by businesses, organizations and
communities to prepare now for a successful recovery.
This fund will provide nearly one billion dollars in support to
affected businesses and communities across Canada. This
initiative is being implemented by the six regional development
agencies, which are familiar with their regions' economic realities
and are often the first point of contact for people at the local level.
You can apply for RRRF via the regional development agency for
your location:

aAtlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA)
aCanada Economic Development for Quebec Regions (CEDQ)
aFederal Economic Development Agency for Southern Ontario
aFederal Economic Development Initiative in Northern Ontario
aWestern Economic Diversification Canada (WD)
aCanadian Northern Economic Development Agency (CanNor)
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3.1 GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY

1

Each regional development agency has specific programs aimed at helping organizations weather
and recover from the COVID-19 pandemic. For example:

NORTHERN BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT FUND

CanNor is administering its Northern Business Development Relief Fund which provides support to small and medium
enterprises in the territories that have been impacted by the economic disruptions associated with COVID-19.

2

This fund provides qualifying organizations with support for eligible fixed costs in the form of a non-repayable grant.
The minimum amount that may be claimed through the fund is $2,500, while the maximum amount eligible has been
set at $100,000. The fund will only support eligible fixed operating costs where these costs are not already covered by
other federal, territorial or municipal programs.

DIGITAL MAIN STREET

3

FedDev is administering programs specifically designed for small and medium enterprises seeking to digitize their
operations via programs such as Digital Main Street (a fund to help local businesses with digital transformation) and
the Recovery Activation Program (intended to help businesses embrace digital solutions).

PRIVATE SECTOR FUNDING FOR CLOUD
TECHNOLOGY - THE DAIR CLOUD PROGRAM

CANARIE, an Ottawa based non-profit organization, is extending free cloud based resources to small and medium
enterprises in Canada with less than 500 employees. More than 1400 Canadian organizations have used this program
to develop, test, and demonstrate a range of products, including offerings in mobile apps, fin-tech, e-commerce,
environmental technology/sustainable energy, home automation, gaming, advanced medical technology, and
cybersecurity. CANARIE is funded by Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED) to spur Canadian
innovation and accelerate research and discovery. Resources provided through the DAIR Cloud Program are aimed at
providing Canadian start-ups and SMEs a boost toward commercialization. Use the resources to learn, build, test, and
experiment new products, services, and features/architectures. If your Chamber is contemplating the use of cloud
technology, application to CANARIE’s DAIR program can be made on the CANARIE website and is simple and quick.
Organizations generally receive a response within a week of applying.
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3.2 - GOVERNMENT
PROGRAMS FOR
HIRING STAFF
Innovation, Science and Economic
Development Canada has created
a portal that allows Canadians and
Canadian businesses to take a quiz
to find out what help is available for
their region and sector.
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This includes help for businesses
and for individuals. It is updated
regularly as programs evolve, and
is an extremely useful tool.
The portal includes the highly publicized programs such as
the wage subsidy, but it also includes some lesser known
programs that may be of interest to Chambers across
Canada.
One such example is the Mitacs Business Strategy
Internships that are available to companies and
not-for-profit enterprises.
Qualifying organizations will receive the support of
undergraduate and graduate students to undertake a
four-month internship to help your Chamber with its
business operations as the economic recovery begins.
The students come from such fields as finance, marketing,
and social sciences; you may apply for multiple projects,
each of which may be assigned one intern.
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4.0 - ANNEX: MONETIZATION AND SPONSORSHIP RESOURCES

Posted to the American Alliance of Museums FAQ page in response to questions
from members and participants inquiring why the association is charging a fee
for their virtual event.
https://annualmeeting.aam-us.org/covid-19-coronavirus-faq/

4.1 “Why do you charge for your conference?”
Like many museums, the American Alliance of Museums is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization. Our mission is to champion museums and nurture excellence in
partnership with our members and allies. We do that by:

a

Offering programs to help museums and museum professionals implement
standards and best practices;

a

Advocating for the cause of museums by promoting a deeper understanding
of museums’ critical educational, cultural, scientific, and economic contributions
to society with policymakers, the press, and the public;

a

Providing information, resources, and learning opportunities on topics vital
to the future viability, relevance, and sustainability of museums.
A national conference of our size costs over $3 million over several years (in
convention center fees, AV, software, events, food & beverage, transportation,
staff, etc.), and up to $950 per attendee. The average amount paid by attendees
directly is $358—only about a third of the real costs. We understand not
everyone is able to afford the registration fee, and each year, we offer many
free or deeply discounted registrations through scholarships and volunteer
opportunities.
Unfortunately, like museums that have had to cancel major events this spring,
the Alliance stands to lose significant revenue due to the cancellation of the
annual meeting. Though we have transitioned to a virtual conference this year,
with its own expenses, many of our expenses for the San Francisco convening
had already been paid. And like many museums are experiencing, our various
insurance policies are currently refusing to cover COVID-19 related losses.
We remain committed to providing learning and networking opportunities for
the field, and we are excited to experiment with a new way to connect with
you. Your registration fees offset our actual virtual meeting costs and support
our year-round advocacy, as well as the development of thousands of free and
low-cost tools, programs, and resources for museum professionals, such as our
free COVID-19 resources. Thanks to the generosity of individuals and sponsors,
we are pleased to offer a number of deeply discounted ($25) registrations to
#AAMvirtual to those who are unable to afford the full registration at this time.
We thank you for your participation in our Annual Meeting and look forward to
seeing you virtually!”

4.2 Twelve of the Best
Event Sponsorship Proposals
to Inspire Yours
12 Sample Sponsorship Prospectuses
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CHAPTER 4

Safety and Liability Considerations
For Staging In-Person Events
The World Health Organization has stated
that it is possible that the pandemic could
be over within two years1. Additionally, the
Government of Canada has indicated that
large gatherings of 250 or more people are
“not envisioned to occur until significant
population immunity is achieved and
public health measures can be lifted”2.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE
CHAMBER NETWORK ACROSS CANADA?
This means that for 2021, hybrid events are likely to be the
standard and most common type of event. Because hybrid events
involve a face-to-face component, good risk management will be
essential.
Government and public health regulations vary across Canada
and within provinces and many brands and venues also have their
own policies and standards in addition to these requirements.
It is essential that you stay up to date within your own network on
these requirements and ongoing changes. Chambers of Commerce
are well positioned in this regard, given their already strong
integration into local communities

IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED
THAT YOU USE THE GOVERNMENT OF
CANADA’S RISK MITIGATION TOOL FOR
GATHERINGS AND EVENTS DURING
COVID-19.

1. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-53870798
2. GoC: Risk Mitigation Tool for Gatherings

The Government of Canada’s Risk Mitigation Tool for gatherings
and events during COVID-19 was developed to assist individuals,
groups, or organizations to consider risks related to planning,
organizing or operating gatherings/events during the pandemic,
and to provide examples of measures that may be implemented
to mitigate potential risks of the spread of COVID-19.
Importantly, it is updated frequently, and will assist in keeping
you informed about the most current regulations with respect to
public health requirements and gatherings.
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Your biggest risk mitigation
focus will likely be on terms and

1.0 - TRANSITIONING
FROM VIRTUAL TO
FACE-TO-FACE EVENTS
Having a face-to-face meeting during a
pandemic or shortly after brings risk.
Once you have made the decision to
proceed with a hybrid or fully
face-to-face event, it will be essential to
identify all the risks to your organization
and then mitigate them.

conditions with the venue for your
hybrid event to ensure that:
You are protected from cancellation
penalties and other liabilities should
restrictions be put in place after you have
finalized a contract with any suppliers/
venues.

The venue you choose is capable of
managing the hygiene, sanitation and
distancing requirements related to your
event.
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2.0 - BEFORE YOUR EVENT

Each of these elements is
further described in this chapter.
In addition to these three areas,
you may want to contact your
insurance provider before your
event to determine if you can
purchase event cancellation
insurance for your event.
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Prior to any event that involves
a face-to-face component, there
are three areas to focus on in
order to manage the risk to your
organization.

Pay very close attention to terms and
conditions in your contracts for live
in-person events, in order to protect your
organization from cancellation penalties,
and in order to ensure that the venue you
contract is able to manage distancing,
hygiene and sanitation requirements.

Plan to mitigate all identified risks.

Make good use of technology to
lessen physical contact and allow for
communication to and between your
attendees.
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2.1 - PAY VERY CLOSE
ATTENTION TO3TERMS
& CONDITIONS
Terms and conditions for venue contracts have
always been important, but during a pandemic,
you will rely on them extensively to manage risk
to your organization.
All contracts that you finalize should specify the jurisdiction
(normally your province) so that it is clear which guidelines and
rules you are following in the contract. Your contracts should also
have a mutual indemnification clause, ensuring that each party
to the contract indemnifies the other from liability. These two
elements are essential during a pandemic, particularly when your
event contains some element of face-to-face meetings.
Additionally, there are four areas that you will want to monitor
in any contracts for events that have a face-to-face element.
The following four areas should be clearly articulated in any
new terms and conditions that you agree to for an event with a
face-to-face component:

A. All charges are clearly identified in the contract;
B. The terms and conditions should include a
Force Majeure clause;
C. You should include a review in advance of
face-to-face meetings; and
D. There should be a COVID-19 specific clause.

COVID-19 HAS BROUGHT UNPRECEDENTED
DISRUPTION TO THE WORLD OF CONFERENCES
AND EVENTS; AS A RESULT, BUSINESS PRACTICES,
CANCELLATION POLICIES AND OTHER TERMS AND
CONDITIONS ARE CONSTANTLY CHANGING.
Honest discussions concerning cancellation policies should be
had with any venues that you are considering prior to finalizing a
contract with that venue. Additionally, you may wish to consider
seeking legal advice on cancellation policies, and discussing
your event with your insurance provider to determine if you can
purchase cancellation or other insurance products for your hybrid
or face-to-face event.

3. The information contained in this document is provided for informational purposes only, and should not be construed as legal advice on any subject matter. You
should not act or refrain from acting on the basis of any content included in this site without seeking legal or other professional advice. The contents of this document
contain general information and may not reflect current legal developments or address your situation.
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CONTRACT CLAUSES TO CONSIDER TO HELP MITIGATE YOUR RISK

All Charges Clearly
Identified

Force Majeure

I. ALL CHARGES CLEARLY IDENTIFIED
As businesses are re-opening, and the number of people in
gatherings is increasing, some vendors have started adding
“COVID-19 fees” to their customers’ accounts.
These fees are intended to recoup the increased costs associated
with physical distancing, sanitation, hygiene and the cost of
personal protective equipment for their employees. Often
contracts contain a clause stating that “other charges” may be
applied to the account of the Group or that “current rates are
subject to change”, and it is this statement that would provide
authority for a vendor to add a COVID-19 clause.
It may be fair for businesses to request such charges, as physical
distancing has severely limited the number of customers that they
can serve, and their hard costs have increased due to distancing,
hygiene and sanitation requirements.

Review in
Advance of
the Event

“COVID-19 & Related
Infectious Diseases”

However, these charges should be clearly identified in the terms
and conditions that you agree to; they should be transparent, not
subject to change, and subject to negotiation and your explicit
approval.
For these reasons, it is recommended that you add a clause at the
beginning of all contracts that involve any face-to-face element,
specifying that the other party to the contract will not add any
new fees or surcharges without your consent.
Additionally, this clause ensures that once agreed to, the extra
charges cannot be increased without the consent of all parties to
the contract.
Further, you may want to consider a provision specifying that should
physical distancing, sanitation and/or hygiene requirements be
relaxed before your event, the venue will not add the charges that
arise from these requirements to your account.
A sample clause is included in the Annex of this chapter.
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CONTRACT CLAUSES TO CONSIDER TO HELP MITIGATE YOUR RISK

All Charges
Clearly Identified

Force Majeure

II. FORCE MAJEURE
Force majeure clauses are intended to protect parties to a
contract where events beyond their control prevent them from
satisfying contractual obligations; these obligations may be
related to performance by the contracting party (for example, a
minimum spend for catering) or by a venue (for example, provision
of meeting space). While these clauses have been standard for
many years, they do vary greatly. If a contract does not have a
force majeure clause, and a party needs to cancel a contract due
to a force majeure event, the common law doctrine of frustration
could be used to void a contract. However, given the unpredictable
and constantly evolving situation with COVID-19, it is recommended
that you include a force majeure clause in any contract for an
event that has a face-to-face element.

The force majeure clause should contain the following
elements:

aIt should be balanced - both parties to the contract
have the same rights to invoke the force majeure provision;
aIt should specify the events that are considered force majeure
(and this should include infectious diseases such as COVID-19);

Review in
Advance of
the Event

“COVID-19 &
Related Infectious
Diseases”

aIt should include a process to invoke force majeure
(i.e., “The affected party may terminate this agreement without
liability by providing written notification to the director of sales”.);
aIt should list remedies in the event that force majeure is
invoked (i.e., “Upon receipt of written notification, all deposits will
be returned within 30 days.”, or “Group can use the FULL deposit
towards a future booking, at their sole discretion.”);
aIt should NOT have a time requirement for invoking force
majeure - for example, there should not be a requirement that the
force majeure event must be in place within 3 months of the event.
The clause should specify that notice under the force majeure
provision may be given at any time in advance of the event, as
long as all notification requirements have been met; and
aYou may wish to include a statement that should a force
majeure event arise, and you decide to proceed with the
face-to-face event in spite of the force majeure component,
that all performance requirements (catering minimum, attendance
requirements, etc.) will be waived.
A sample force majeure clause is included in the Annex to this
chapter.
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CONTRACT CLAUSES TO CONSIDER TO HELP MITIGATE YOUR RISK

All Charges
Clearly Identified

Force Majeure

III. REVIEW IN ADVANCE OF THE EVENT
Governmental, public health and venue requirements for faceto-face events are constantly evolving, and this uncertainty is
expected to continue for some time. Given this uncertainty, if you
are planning an event that has a face-to-face component, it is
advisable to include review periods in your contract that allow
you and the venue to discuss physical distancing, hygiene and
sanitation requirements prior to the event. This clause mandates
the venue to provide the event host with any changes to services
or facilities that are expected to be in place at the time of the
event, based on government regulations, public health directives
or venue-specific requirements. Essentially, this clause allows the
event host and the venue to reassess performance requirements
contained in the contract in the context of the evolving COVID-19
requirements.
For example, you may contract space now for an event in July 2021
that allows for 200 attendees, assuming that face-to-face events
of this size will be possible. A review clause would allow you to talk
to the venue in January 2021 and April 2021 to determine if they
need to change their services (i.e., offer a boxed lunch instead of
a buffet) or their facilities (i.e., if new distancing requirements are
in place that prohibit gatherings of 200 people).

Review in
Advance of
the Event

“COVID-19 &
Related Infectious
Diseases”

This clause should also include a remedy if the venue is required
to make changes to its contracted facilities and/or services - this
remedy should be a reduction in either performance requirements
or costs, depending on the nature of the changes to the services
and/or facilities that the venue is proposing. A sample clause is
contained in the Annex to this chapter.

IV. COVID-19 & RELATED INFECTIOUS
DISEASES
This clause mandates the venue to implement protocols and best
practices to protect the health of your attendees in accordance
with government standards, public health requirements,
commercial practices, venue/brand standards and the event
host’s requirements.
Specifically, the venue would agree that they will meet or
exceed standards set by government regulation, public health
requirements and their own venue/brand standards. The venue
should also indemnify the event host from claims/judgements
arising from the venue’s failure to comply with agreed upon
standards. It should also give the event host reason to terminate
the contract for cause if the venue does not comply with the
agreed upon measures. A sample clause is included in the Annex
to this chapter.
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2.2 - PLAN, PLAN, AND THEN PLAN
I. Identify the Biggest Risks and then Mitigate
Use the Government of Canada’s Risk Mitigation Tool to identify the
biggest risks related to your event, and then formulate a plan to
mitigate each risk. Each event is unique, and this tool allows you to
identify the elements of your event that put you, the event host, at
risk. Once you have identified the risks associated with your unique
event, you are well positioned to mitigate those risks.
Doing this in advance allows you time to reach out to partners
within your network to mitigate the risks that you have identified.
Identifying all risks in advance of your event also allows you to
decide if these risks could be mitigated by using an event app
(for example, EventMobi) during your event. These apps allow for
touchless check-in, contactless communication between the event
host and attendees, and contactless communication between the
attendees themselves.

II. Work with your Venue to Plan for Physical
Distancing and Good Hygiene
Once you have identified the risks associated with your event,
you are well-positioned to start mitigating those risks. Implementing
physical distancing and hygiene requirements will undoubtedly be
one of your mitigation strategies. You may want to ask the venue
where your event will be held to provide you with their floor plans,
policies and standards related to COVID-19; this will provide the
best place to start planning for your event. You may then ask
the venue to create layouts that comply with physical distancing
requirements and that allow you to plan where you will have hand
sanitizing stations, mask stations, directional and hygiene signs,
etc. It will also allow you to work with the venue to close risk gaps
that are specific to your event; for example, if your event will have
attendees from a high risk group, you can work with your venue to
plan specific approaches to keeping this group safe.

III. Use Registration and/or Check-In Questions
to Screen Your Attendees
If you are having attendees register, use the registration
procedure to screen your attendees. This allows you to integrate
questions from the Government of Canada self-assessment
tool into your registration process. It also gives you a chance to
inform attendees of public health and government regulations
on the collection of personal data for contact tracing, and to seek
their consent to collect and share this data according to these
regulations.
If your event does not have a registration process, you can
share this information in advance of the event via an email or
newsletter, and then you can ask your attendees to complete a
self-assessment onsite, either with a screening app or upon entry
to the venue.

IV. Determine Your Contact Tracing Obligations
Depending on the location and venue for your event, contact
tracing may be required by public health authorities. If your
public health authority does require contact tracing, you will
need to plan for this during your event, and you will also need to
publicize this requirement to your attendees. If contract tracing
is not required in your jurisdiction, you may still (in conjunction
with the venue where the event is being held) opt to implement
contact tracing protocols. If this is your decision, you can then
communicate that to your attendees.
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2.2 - PLAN, PLAN, AND THEN PLAN
V. Keep Attendees Informed About COVID-19
and Event Requirements
It is important to notify your attendees in advance if personal information
will be collected for contact tracing and to ensure that they are informed
what will happen to their data.
While privacy and confidentiality legislation and regulations continue to
apply in Canada, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada has also
indicated that those laws and regulations “are not a barrier to appropriate
information sharing”⁴.
It is strongly recommended that you review the Privacy Commissioner’s
guidance on this topic; this link also includes information on provincial
privacy protection and data collection requirements. Federal and Provincial
legislation provides direction on the collection, use and disclosure of
personal information during a public health crisis, and reviewing this
guidance will allow you to cite the authority for collecting the information
that you will be asking from your attendees. For example, you may notify
your attendees in advance of your event exactly what information will be
collected from them, and the authority for collecting this information.
Once you have identified the data that you are obliged to collect, you
may then work with your contracted venue to review venue signage and
determine if it needs to be augmented. Some venues have signs posted at
their entrances stating which personal information is being collected and
the authority for that collection. This review will allow you to determine if
the venue’s notification process is sufficient for your event or if it needs to
be augmented with signage specific to your event.

2.3 - MAKE GOOD USE OF
TECHNOLOGY
Regardless of the size of your event, it is worth considering the use of an
event app that allows for touchless check-in as well as communication with
and between attendees. You may also wish to consider using technology
for self-assessment and screening as well as for informing attendees about
hygiene requirements, hand sanitation statements, physical distancing
requirements and so on.

4. Privacy and the COVID-19 outbreak - Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada
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3.0 - DURING YOUR EVENT

Most of the work you do to
manage the risk associated
with face-to-face events
will be undertaken in
advance of your event.
However, there are some
important considerations
for during your event.

010

You Can Integrate Safety
Elements Into Your Event
in a Fun and Engaging Manner

Embrace physical distancing and
sanitation requirements; make this an
overt and integral part of your event.

Ensure that you have a process in place
for if someone shows up sick at your
event or becomes sick during the event.
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3.1 - EMBRACE PHYSICAL
DISTANCING & SANITATION
REQUIREMENTS

3.2 - HAVE A PLAN FOR
ATTENDEES WHO BECOME SICK
DURING THE EVENT

Most Canadians are accustomed to physical distancing and
sanitation requirements at this point. This familiarity gives you an
excellent opportunity to integrate these elements into your event
in a fun and engaging manner. Branded physical distancing signs
and “swag” related to hygiene also present good opportunities
for your event sponsors. Ensure that signage for distancing is
visible, data collection, privacy and confidentiality policies are
easily accessible and that you are in constant touch with the
organizer on the venue side about these elements of your event.

During your planning, you likely would have identified this as
one of the risks associated with your event that needed to be
mitigated, and you will likely have a plan in place for managing
sick attendees that is based on public health requirements for
your jurisdiction. Once you have designed your plan for managing
attendees who either arrive sick or become sick during the event,
make sure that the plan is publicized, accessible, and kept up to
date. A sample plan, based on guidance from the World Health
Organization, is included in the Annex to this chapter.
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4.0 - AFTER YOUR EVENT

Your event presents a
valuable opportunity to
review successes and
challenges that will prepare
you for future events that
involve a face-to-face
component.

012

Stay in touch with your attendees and
sponsors and solicit their feedback. This
is an excellent opportunity to get their
perspective on what worked and what
could have been improved. It also allows
you to determine if your communication
practices were successful.

Commit to information sharing: follow up
with your attendees after the meeting and
inform them if there were any attendees
that either arrived sick or became sick
during the event.

Commit to an after event review with
the event organizing team and consider
sharing this information with other
Chambers or during CCEC peer network
events.
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4.1 - STAY IN TOUCH WITH YOUR
ATTENDEES SPONSORS AND SOLICIT
THEIR FEEDBACK

4.3 - COMMIT TO AN
AFTER-EVENT REVIEW WITH YOUR
TEAM AND SHARE THE RESULTS

Attendee and sponsorship feedback is always important and
even more so during and immediately after a pandemic. Soliciting
feedback allows you to refine your approach for future events and
is a valuable opportunity to determine if the very intentional risk
mitigation approaches that you used were effective. Target your
requests for feedback directly to these approaches - for example,
“I was aware upon arrival of the physical distancing and hygiene
requirements for this event”.

While it is common to solicit feedback from attendees and
sponsors, many organizations miss an important and valuable
opportunity to debrief events within their own organization.
Reviewing each stage of your event with your team can provide
invaluable information and insight that can be used for future
events.

4.2 - COMMIT TO INFORMATION SHARING
Let your attendees know that you will stay in touch with them
after the event, and that they will be notified if any risks have
been identified during the event. It is also important to have a
follow-up meeting with the venue to determine what went well
and what could be improved on their side, as well as to share
feedback from your attendees and sponsors.

It is recommended that you review each stage of the event with
your team, and note “the good, the bad and the ugly” for each of
the event stages.
This allows you to review your planning and risk mitigation
approaches as well as the experience of your attendees and
sponsors. This information could then be archived and shared
amongst CCEC members, either via an online portal or during peer
network sessions.
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ANNEX

5.0 - SAMPLE CONTRACT CLAUSES
5.1 - SAMPLE “ALL COSTS CLEARLY
IDENTIFIED” CLAUSE

5.2 - SAMPLE “FORCE MAJEURE” CLAUSE

All fees and charges are clearly identified in this contract; the
(name of venue) shall not charge any additional mandatory
charges, fees or surcharges, if not specified in this Agreement,
without the written consent of all parties to this contract.
Once such consent has been obtained, it will be included in
an addendum to this contract. Further, the (name of venue)
shall not, directly or indirectly, impose any fees, charges or
surcharges to the Group or Group‘s attendees during their event,
regardless of whether additional goods or services are offered
in connection with such additional amounts.

Should events beyond the reasonable control of the (name of
venue) and Group, including but not limited to (1) acts of God,
(2) war, including armed conflict, (3) strikes or labour disputes
(not including (venue‘s) labour) (4) disease at the (venue) or in the
greater metropolitan area, (examples of disease: SARS, Legionnaires,
COVID-19 or related diseases, epidemic, pandemic), (5) government
regulation or advisory (including quarantine requirements, social
distancing requirements, travel advisory warnings and/or limitation
of travel insurance coverage as a result of travel advisory warnings),
(6) civil disturbance at the (venue) or in the metropolitan area,
(7) terrorism or threats of terrorism as substantiated by governmental
warnings or advisory notices, (8) curtailment of transportation
services or facilities which would materially affect attendees from
attending the conference (preventing at least 25% or more of the
Group‘s attendees from attending), (9) disaster, fire, earthquakes,
hurricanes (10) extreme inclement weather (11) shortages or
disruption of the electrical power supply causing blackouts or
rolling blackouts or other essential utilities, or (12) any other cause
reasonably beyond the parties‘ control (collectively referred to
as „occurrences“), making the event commercially impracticable,
impracticable to perform, illegal, or impossible to fully perform
under this Agreement as the Parties originally contracted. In such
case, the affected Party may terminate this Agreement, without
liability, upon written notification. Any and all deposits will be
returned within 30 days of the written termination of the agreement
as a result of the force majeure event. Notice under this provision
(13.1) may be given at any time in advance of the Conference provided
that the notifying party has met the requirements of this provision.
Furthermore, should one of the above events occur and Group
decides to continue with the Conference as scheduled, or if one of
the events occur within six months of the conference, the (venue)
will waive any applicable performance requirements (minimum
guest room night usage and catering requirements) or attrition fees,
catered function(s) cancellation fees or other damages provided for
under this Agreement.

Optional:

The (name of venue) agrees that any surcharges related to
COVID-19 have been identified in this contract, and further
agrees that these surcharges will not be charged should there be
no requirements for physical distancing, sanitation or hygiene
at the time of the event.

For contracts with venues where a Master Account
will be used, and where your attendees may be using
a guest room at the venue:
The Venue shall not charge or post to any room ledger of an event
attendee or to the Master Account any amount except those
that are agreed to and signed for in advance by an authorized
signatory of the Master Account, the attendee assigned to the
guest room, or as set forth in this Agreement.
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ANNEX

5.0 - SAMPLE CONTRACT CLAUSES
5.3 - SAMPLE “REVIEW IN ADVANCE OF
EVENT” CLAUSE

5.4 - SAMPLE “COVID-19” CLAUSE

Six months before the start of the meetings (date) and three
months before the start of the meetings (date), the (venue)
will provide the Group with the following: a list of changes to
services and facilities expected to be in place at the time of
the event. This includes (but is not limited to) protocols and
practices that are in place due to Government regulation
(i.e., physical distancing, limitation on size of groups).

The (venue) will implement protocols and best practices to protect
the health and wellbeing of the Group, its agents and employees and
its attendees that are in accordance with government standards,
(Brand/Venue) policy, protocols and standards, commercial
practices, and the Group’s requirements. This includes but is not
limited to cleaning and sanitization protocols in the event that
infectious disease is present in the area at the time of the event.

At both of these times, if there are changes to services
and/or facilities, the Hotel and the Group will renegotiate all
performance requirements in this contract; this includes but is
not limited to: room block, meeting space, food and beverage
commitment, and price of guestrooms.

The (venue) confirms that it will meet or exceed the standards
of care that have been identified in governmental and (brand/
venue) policy, protocols and standards, and the (venue) agrees to
provide the Group and its agent with a copy of (brand/venue) policy,
protocols and standards.
Further, the (venue) agrees to indemnify the Group, including its
agent and employees, from all claims or judgements relating to the
venue’s failure to comply with these standards of care.
Additionally, the (venue) agrees that the Group and/or its agent have
the right to terminate this agreement for cause if the Hotel does not
uphold these standards of care.
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ANNEX

5.0 - SAMPLE CONTRACT CLAUSES⁵
5.5 - EVENT DEBRIEFING TEMPLATE

Stage of Event Announcing
Design
the Event

Attracting the Planning for
Right Audience the Event

The Good

The Bad

The Ugly

5. 8 Step Event Design Process Using Perspective Taking

Attendee
& Sponsor
Arrival at
the Event

Engaging your
Attendees
& Sponsors
During the
Event

Exiting
(Signature
Moment to
Close the
Experience)

Extending the
Event (Staying
in Touch After
the Event)
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ANNEX

5.0 - SAMPLE CONTRACT CLAUSES
5.6 - SAMPLE PLAN - ILLNESS DURING A GATHERING
FROM THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION⁶

a

Develop and agree on a response plan in
case someone at the meeting becomes ill
with symptoms of COVID-19 (dry cough, fever,
malaise). This plan should include at least:

aCould the meeting or event be scaled down so that fewer

Identify a room or area where someone who is feeling unwell or
has symptoms can be safely isolated.

Develop and agree on a preparedness plan to
prevent infection at your meeting or event.
Consider whether a face-to-face meeting or event is needed.
Could it be replaced by a teleconference or online event?

people attend?

aEnsure and verify information and communication channels
in advance with key partners such as public health and health
care authorities.

a

Pre-order sufficient supplies and materials, including tissues
and hand sanitizer for all participants. Have surgical masks
available to offer anyone who develops respiratory symptoms.

aActively

monitor where COVID-19 is circulating. Advise
participants in advance that if they have any symptoms or feel
unwell, they should not attend.

a

Make sure all organizers, participants, caterers and visitors
at the event provide contact details: mobile telephone number,
email and address where they are staying. State clearly that their
details will be shared with local public health authorities if any
participant becomes ill with a suspected infectious disease.
If they will not agree to this they cannot attend the event or
meeting.

6. WHO Guidance

a
a

Have a plan for how they can be safely transferred from there
to a health facility.

a

Know what to do if a meeting participant, staff member or
service provider tests positive for COVID-19 during or just after the
meeting.

Agree to the plan in advance with your partner
healthcare provider or health department and
with the venue.
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CHAPTER 5

1.0 What are Hybrid Events and Are
They Right for my Organization?
Hybrid events have both live and virtual
components - some attendees are live,
while others (generally the majority)
attend virtually. During hybrid events,
the same content is presented to both
the virtual and the live audiences.
While the year 2020 was marked by an unprecedented move to fully
virtual events, it is widely anticipated that hybrid events will be
the standard for the immediate future. In fact, an informal survey
of event planners during Global Meeting Industry Day in April 2020
showed that 62% of event planners said that their events will be
hybrid for the foreseeable future¹.
The expectation that hybrid events will be around for quite some
time presents a valuable opportunity for Chambers of Commerce
across Canada to transition from fully digital events to hybrid
events. Hybrid events are best for:

aEvents where restrictions on the size of
gatherings may prevent all interested
attendees from participating; or
aEvents that have attendees with varying levels
of risk tolerance; some attendees want to
participate in person but others are
concerned about the risks of attending a
face-to-face event.
Additionally, having become accustomed to virtual events during
the pandemic, some of your attendees may prefer to attend
virtually due to the convenience and lower costs associated with
virtual attendance.
Hybrid events are not new - they have been around for a long time.
But they do come with challenges since you are essentially
planning two events for two different audiences.
1 The Future is Hybrid

Prior to committing to a hybrid event, it is
important to consider the public health
guidelines on gatherings for your region, as well
as your business goals and your audiences.
Finally, it will be important to assess your
flexibility for the event that you are planning.
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1.2 KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
1.1 - DEFINE YOUR
BUSINESS GOALS
Before planning a hybrid event, revisit
and confirm the primary business
objectives for holding your event: is it
to educate, to influence, to network?
This should be at the forefront of your decision making
process: how will you demonstrate value to your
attendees, stakeholders and sponsors?
It is essential to be clear on the “why” of your event
before you start considering the “how”.
Hybrid events do not work for all gatherings. If your
event is longer than sixty to ninety minutes, or requires
extensive interaction between attendees, then you
may wish to consider spreading your content out over
multiple sessions.

Across Canada, more and more people have been expanding
their social bubbles and gathering in groups. Regardless of
this, there is still a lot of variety and different approaches
to this issue, so it is important that you consider your target
audience and their risk tolerance for face-to-face gatherings.
This will allow you to make an informed decision on the
viability of a hybrid event.
If your target audience is very risk averse, you may be better
off holding a fully virtual event. Alternatively, if you are in a
location where public health restrictions have been relaxed,
or where community transmission of COVID-19 is low, the risk
tolerance of your target audience may be significantly higher.
Either way, this is an essential piece of information that you
will require before deciding whether to hold a hybrid event.
Certain types of events (for example, an indoor event in
a smaller location) may generate more concerns for your
attendees. It is important to balance the risk tolerance of
different attendees, as they may have conflicting views of
acceptable practices at face-to-face events. Understanding
the risk tolerance of your target audience will allow you to
make informed decisions about your event. For example:

An event survey of over 1100 people conducted
in June and July 2020² showed that:

a

Should you design your schedule to accommodate low
and high-risk visitors?

88% of those surveyed
were ready to return to
face-to-face events

a

To accommodate varying risk tolerance amongst your
attendees, should you only allow visiting exhibitors by
appointment?

a

Do you need to limit the duration of your event?

65% of respondents

would also demand some
form of risk mitigation in
order to attend.

Understanding the risk tolerance of your audience
as well as their desired mitigation strategies is an
important component of your decision-making process.
2 PCMA Article - Attendees are Ready for Live Events
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Wherever possible, it should be easy for your attendees to change
their plans regarding your event - for example, to change their
registration from in-person to virtual attendance.

1.3 KEEP YOUR
PLANS FLEXIBLE

This requires flexibility on the part of both your organization and
the venue where the face-to-face component of your event will be
held.
Review the chapter on risk management to ensure that you are
not subject to onerous cancellation penalties if public health
guidelines further restrict the size of gatherings in your area or
if the majority of your attendees decide that they would rather
attend your hybrid event virtually than in person.
The final component of your plans that should be flexible is your
own cancellation policy - your attendees will likely want to know
whether or not they can change their plans without penalty, and
this factor is likely to play a role when they decide whether or not
to attend your hybrid event.
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2.1 MAP YOUR ATTENDEES'
JOURNEY - VIRTUAL
AND IN-PERSON
2.0 CONSIDERATIONS FOR
HOLDING HYBRID EVENTS

Now that you have collected the
above information, you are equipped
to decide whether or not you should
hold a hybrid event.
This decision will vary depending on your location,
your organization’s risk tolerance and the constantly
changing nature of the COVID-19 pandemic.
If you decide to proceed with a hybrid event, this
chapter contains issues for you to consider during
your planning.
It is also recommended that you review the previous
chapters on risk management and technology before
you engage a venue and/or platform.

Mapping your entire guest experience - live and virtual should be the first thing on your agenda once you have
committed to a hybrid event. To avoid having your virtual
attendees feel like an afterthought or “add-on”, consider
mapping the virtual experience prior to the face-to-face
experience.

A. Have Both Virtual and Live Content,
Where Possible.
If your hybrid event involves speakers, consider having
some speakers present virtually while others present live.
This will help to ensure that both aspects of your event are
balanced.

B. Consider Using Onsite Ambassadors.
If possible, engage some of your live attendees to be event
ambassadors. Their role should be engaging your virtual
audience in as many ways as possible, for instance by
live-streaming on their social media platforms or by using
the chat feature on your digital platform to engage with
your virtual attendees.
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2.1 MAP YOUR ATTENDEES'
JOURNEY - VIRTUAL
AND IN-PERSON

2.2 BALANCING IN-PERSON AND
VIRTUAL PARTICIPATION

C. Ensure Voluntary Engagement
Opportunities Across Your Audiences.

B. Moving the Entire Event to a Virtual
Platform If Demand is Low.

While you are designing your guest experience, ensure that
you allow for voluntary engagement across and between your
audiences and stakeholders. For example, you should ensure that
the following dynamics are included in your plans:

It is equally important to plan for the opposite situation: that
demand for the in-person component of your hybrid event is
insufficient. Determining minimum participation in advance of
promoting your event is advisable- for example, by determining
the minimum number of live attendees necessary to meet any
performance requirements at the venue for the in-person
component of your event. Once you know the minimum number
of attendees, you can set a date for reaching that number; if
attendance is lower than anticipated by that date, you can then
transition your entire hybrid event to your virtual platform.

a

Your attendees can interact with each other in both the
virtual and the live environments;

a

Your attendees can interact with your speakers; and

a

Your attendees can interact with your sponsors.

D. Spread Out Your Content, and Keep It
Available After Your Hybrid Event.
If your event is longer than sixty to ninety minutes, consider
offering multiple, shorter sessions to your attendees rather than
one long session. Where possible, allow your attendees access
to the recordings of your content after the event has finished.
These strategies will keep your content fresh in the minds of your
attendees.

2.2 BALANCING IN-PERSON AND
VIRTUAL PARTICIPATION
This area will likely present the most significant challenge while
designing and implementing your virtual event. While planning
your guest experience, you will need to ensure that you have
plans in place for the following possibilities

A. Limiting Face-To-Face Participation if
Demand is Higher Than Can Be
Accommodated.
Before finalizing plans for your hybrid event, ensure that you
have strategies in place to accommodate higher than expected
demand for the in-person component of your event. You may
want to set a maximum number of live attendees, based on the
capacity for your venue and physical distancing requirements
in your region, and then plan for how you will limit in-person
participation to that number. For example, you may want to set
a maximum number of attendees from each organization or
industry, or prioritize the in-person attendance according to your
sponsors’ needs.

2.3 CONNECT VIRTUAL WITH
FACE-TO-FACE
While you are designing your guest experience, it is important
to connect your virtual and your live events, and to encourage
collaboration between your two audiences wherever possible.
Some ideas for this are as follows:

a

Having onsite ambassadors who are connected to your
virtual audience;

a

Adding screens to your stage that show picture grids of your
virtual participants; or

a

Including polls that everyone completes via an app.

The way that you connect your audiences is unique to your event
so make sure to consider this element when you are designing
your guest experience.
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2.4 PRICING CONSIDERATIONS
At the time of writing, the pandemic had been with us for over six
months. Canadians are now accustomed to virtual environments and to
interacting virtually, and most of us are both raring to return to normal
life and nervous about a second wave of COVID-19. These factors will
complicate the price that you set for your hybrid event.
Hybrid events certainly present cost savings in some areas (i.e., food
and beverage) but are more costly in others (i.e., event technology).
Your registration should not only allow for your attendees to choose
virtual or live participation, but it should also be easy for your guests
to switch from virtual to in-person attendance if circumstances allow
or vice versa if new restrictions limit gatherings in your area.
It is also a good idea to maintain a flexible cancellation policy for your
hybrid event, and to be ready to offer discounted rates or refunds if
the in-person component of your event cannot proceed due to new
restrictions on gatherings in your region.

2.5 VENUE AND VIRTUAL
PLATFORM CONSIDERATIONS
Engaging a venue can be a challenging endeavour in this era of
uncertainty. Review the suggestions on terms and conditions of
venue contracts found in chapter 4 prior to finalizing a contract for
the live component of your event.
As mentioned in previous chapters, it is essential to have a back-up
plan that involves transitioning your hybrid event to a fully virtual
event if restrictions are tightened once again in the future.
Once you have designed your guest experience, you can review
chapter 2 to determine if the needs of your hybrid event can be met
by video-conferencing platforms (such as Zoom) or if you require an
event platform such as EventMobi or Pheedloop. Make sure that you
keep “Zoom fatigue” in mind as well - another Zoom event in an era
of Zoom fatigue may be difficult to sell to your attendees.
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3.1 THE VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONALS OF CANADA³
3.0 - EXAMPLES OF
HYBRID EVENTS

The final chapter of this virtual
study contains a variety of examples
of how Canadian chambers and
associations have been staging
virtual and hybrid events during
COVID-19.
The examples in this section are events that are
traditionally held face-to-face but that have been
shifted to a hybrid format. At the time of writing,
two of these events had not yet occured.
This allows you to see how these hybrid events
have been presented to potential attendees,
including how many of the best practices in this
chapter have been incorporated into their planning
and presentation. In addition, one hybrid event
held by the Dauphin and District Chamber of
Commerce in July 2020 has been included as an
example.

3 Volunteer Management Professionals of Canada

The Volunteer Management Professionals of Canada opted
for a hybrid approach to their annual convention.
The association will be holding live sessions in Hamilton,
Ontario over two days at the end of October, and is taking
a novel approach to the virtual component by selling
“satellite” packages to local volunteer associations across
Canada.
In turn, these local associations will arrange for a location
in their city where attendees will attend virtually and
in-person. The satellite locations will include a screen,
speakers, space for an audience, meals and a facilitator to
guide local discussion.
The local volunteer associations can charge their
attendees whatever price they choose – it could be free, or
there could be a fee per person that would allow them to
raise funds for their local network.
Either way, volunteers across Canada are connected to the
live events being held in Hamilton, and they are able to
access prime, expensive content that may not be available
to them otherwise.
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3.2 THE CANADIAN PARKING
ASSOCIATION (CPA)4

3.3 DAUPHIN AND DISTRICT
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
LUNCH & LEARN (JULY 2020)

Based on the results of a member survey to determine
the best way forward for its annual convention, this
association switched its entire convention to a hybrid
format.

In July 2020, this chamber in Manitoba hosted a hybrid
lunch & learn session for its members.

The website for the Canadian Parking Association
Hybrid Conference provides an excellent model for
presenting a hybrid event to attendees. The website
allows for in-person or virtual registration, provides
information about the public health requirements of
the region (Montreal) and venue, and highlights the
feedback from the association’s members that led
them to proceed with a hybrid event.
This event will take place over three days in the middle
of November 2020.

4 Canadian Parking Association Hybrid Conference

Tickets were offered for live participation ($25 with
$10 back in chamber bucks), virtual participation
($15 with $5 back in chamber bucks) and access to a
recording of the session ($10).
This model allowed for three different sources of
revenue for the chamber. Since there were no costs for
the venue, and food was not provided, the chamber
was able to reduce its hard costs significantly.
The session was live-streamed on Zoom for the
virtual attendees. The chamber reported that it was
an excellent first experience with hybrid events, and
a good test of this model. The chamber learned a lot
about what is needed for hybrid events, particularly in
the area of hardware, internet access and privacy.
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CHAPTER 6

Revenue Replacement

1.0 SURVEY OF CCEC MEMBERS
In August 2020, all members of CCEC were
sent a virtual events survey with a variety of
questions concerning their experience with
virtual events during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Sixty five chambers responded, and some of
the responses are summarized below.
The survey also indicated that only 3% of responding chambers had
no cancelled events due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and over 81% of
chambers cancelled a networking event due to COVID-19. Of those
chambers that cancelled live events, almost 55% of them opted to
hold their cancelled event virtually.

61%

over 61% of chambers that responded to
the survey indicated that their revenue
from events in 2019 was between 20% and
50% of their total revenue;

47%

Most chambers reported a significant drop
in revenue as a result of the pandemic; and
more than 47% of chambers indicated that
they offset less than 25% of lost revenue
in 2020.

Chambers were also asked about new
approaches for generating revenue during the
pandemic, as well as areas where members of
the chambers network across Canada could
collaborate to create new revenue opportunities
or to reduce expenses. The responses to these
questions are included in the following portions
of this chapter.
The survey results, while not surprising, validate the tremendous
impact that the COVID-19 pandemic has had on the events industry
and organizations that rely on events as a source of revenue. A summary of some of the results of the survey can be found in the annex
to this chapter.
Chambers were also asked about new approaches for generating
revenue during the pandemic, as well as areas where members of
the chambers network across Canada could collaborate to create
new revenue opportunities or to reduce expenses.
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a

2.0 - NEW OPPORTUNITIES
FOR CHAMBERS TO
GENERATE REVENUE

2.1 FEE FOR SERVICE
CONTRACTS
Adding fee for service contracts to chamber services was
referenced several times in the survey. Chambers have
indicated that they are replacing revenue using fee for
service contracts in the following ways:

a

The Annapolis Valley Chamber of Commerce is
offering professional development sessions sponsored by
the provincial government; they retain an administration
fee for these sessions;

a

The Sylvan Lake Chamber of Commerce launched an
app called the Sylvan Lake Town App which was intended
to be a revenue source; the app is now being offered for
free or a one time nominal charge for members for the
next year. This app will eventually be a platform on which
the chamber sells advertising;

a

The Comox Valley Chamber of Commerce has
partnered with a community program that was running
successfully in an adjacent community and are now
managing the program on their behalf;

The Leduc and Wetaskiwin Chamber of Commerce has
implemented a business license program in conjunction with
their county; each business that uses the service to apply for
a business license receives a free chamber membership. This
will grow into a significant source of revenue replacement for
this chamber;

a

The Chamber of Commerce for Greater Moncton has
paired with local public colleges and universities in their
region to start a new program called BOOST (Business
Opening Opportunities Student Team). In this program,
post-secondary students worked with local businesses to
assess what support those businesses need, and help those
businesses put a plan in place to achieve those needs. They
have proposed the BOOST program to the province, and
expect to see some net income as a result of this program.

a

The Weyburn Chamber of Commerce has partnered with
local organizations to offer executive services; and

a

The Greater Barrie Chamber of Commerce is exploring
partnerships with post-secondary institutions that would
provide access to upskilling programs that would be run using
the Chamber’s facilities and virtual platforms.
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2.2 ONLINE MARKETPLACES
AND PORTALS

2.3 PREMIUM LEVEL OF
CHAMBER MEMBERSHIP

Several respondents noted that they had
implemented new online sales programs in
order to generate additional revenue.
Some of these new programs are as follows:

Some chambers indicated that they are moving
or considering moving from a user-based
membership system to a tiered membership
system; other chambers are adding an upper level
of chamber membership to their existing program.

a

The Prince Albert and District Chamber of Commerce has
started to offer “Curbside Conversations” - short one minute videos
with their members about their business and are exploring getting
sponsorship for these videos. They have also started to use their
ChamberMaster Marketspace for job postings and member to member deals;

a

The Gravenhurst Chamber of Commerce is also considering
offering videos to its members for a small fee; and

a

The Sault Ste. Marie Chamber of Commerce is working with
a local partner to develop a shop local platform that will also be a
(non-dues) source of revenue for the Chamber, and they are examining
if it would be feasible to bring this initiative to all five northern Ontario
chambers as a pilot project.

These changes are intended to attract new and high value
members to the chamber, as well to re-engage members who
have left because they found little to no business value in their
membership.
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3.1 "SHOP LOCAL" INITIATIVES
INITIATIVES SUPPORTED
BY TECHNOLOGY
3.0 NEW SERVICES FOR MEMBERS
OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

These services were referenced
repeatedly by chambers that responded
to the survey. Some ideas for initiatives
supported by technology are as follows:

a
One question in the survey asked
chamber executives what new
services may be available for chamber
members, or if they had ideas for new
roles that chambers of commerce may
play in their communities.
While the responses were varied,
the following themes were identified:

The Dauphin and District Chamber of Commerce
has a model for a shop local campaign that includes a
game element; partnering chambers encourage all of their
citizens to engage in the game and to shop locally.

a

Some respondents suggested that chambers could
offer e-commerce support to local retailers;

a

The Drumheller and District Chamber suggested
that members would value support in getting member
businesses online with ShopHERE or Get in the Loop.

a

The Peterborough Chamber of Commerce has
launched a new membership directory portal that features
its members in eight different sectors, and includes
links to access members’ social media and e-commerce
sections. For example, by accessing the “food” section of
the portal, users can click on individual restaurants and
see their social media feeds with links to order from the
restaurant via SkipTheDishes and UberEats.
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Many of the survey responses focused on a need
to offer more business to business marketing
opportunities. Some ideas for this were as follows:
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3.3 VALUE BASED
SIGNATURE PROGRAMS

The Napanee & District Chamber of Commerce
reported that they will only be holding one or two
main events and then will be shifting their focus
to value-based signature programs as inspired by
Vail Valley Partnership.

a

A Canada-wide e-commerce app or web-based app that
links member businesses, services, and events or provides
a business matchmaking service;

a

Another suggestion was for more highly competitive
programs like the insurance program. This program is
valuable to chamber members, and could attract new
membership; for more information, please see section 4.0
of this chapter which discusses the role of the Chambers
Plan in recovery.

a

The creation of casual interviews with business
members that could be shared on social media to welcome
new businesses to the community. It was suggested that
sponsorship for such a service could be sought, in which
case this service could also generate revenue.

a

Some respondents suggested various forms of business
resiliency groups. For example, the Winnipeg Chamber of
Commerce suggested creating a virtual space for Canadian
Chamber members across Canada, allowing businesses in
one province to learn from businesses in other provinces.

This Colorado partnership has developed distinct
“signature programs” to elevate the Vail Valley as a tourism
destination and as a place to do business.
The Partnership has programs tailored to Vail Valley
businesses to help them meet their business objectives;
these programs are varied and include things such as:

a

Lodging Quality Assurance - providing lodging partners
with information and tools to consistently improve lodging
standards;

a

Vail Valley Works - a professional development program
designed to establish, train, and support a network of local
leaders; and

a

Non-Profit Network - a resource for non-profit
organizations, providing training, data, and tools to sustain
and grow their operations.
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The following content is
presented courtesy of our sponsor:
Johnston Group/Chambers of
Commerce Group Insurance Plan.
The COVID-19 pandemic has delivered a blow to us all,
including the business community. Your members have
had to make hard choices and continue to rationalize
ongoing costs. The result for chambers? Even more
uncertainty when it comes to counting on revenue from
membership dues and events.

This is why your partnership with Chambers
of Commerce Group Insurance Plan® is more
important now than ever as an effective
recovery strategy for your chamber and your
members.
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The Chambers Plan—owned and governed by chamber executives from across
Canada—offers employee benefits to member businesses with 1-50 employees.
From chamber teams of 20+ to a staff of a single committed volunteer, the benefit
of Chambers Plan comes down to bolstering your ability to keep your members’
businesses healthy while at the same time supporting your chamber.

1

Help your members take care of their business and employees
Business Assistance Service (BAS) is part of every Chambers Plan policy. It includes expert professional support to
business owners in the areas of legal, accounting, and human resources. This service can help keep the business
itself healthy, to protect business owners and keep those doors open.
Employers and employees are also dealing with unprecedented challenges to their security and this can affect
their mental health. A Chambers Plan Employee Assistance Program (EAP) confidentially connects employees
to professionals who can help them develop the tools to stay productive. Teladoc® telemedicine service, Best
Doctors® expert medical second opinion and my-benefits health® information resources are all available to help
employees keep working.

2
3

Attract New Members with Chambers
Plan
Nearly 70% of all companies who join Chambers
Plan are new chamber members—businesses
who may not have known about or joined your
chamber if it were not for Chambers Plan.

4

A solid benefits plan is incredibly important
to employees and retaining talent has never
been more important. That’s why Chamber
Plan—an exclusive chamber feature—is a
powerful draw for businesses.

Every member company covered by Chambers
Plan results in monthly administration fees
paid directly to your chamber. In short, the
more of your members on Chambers Plan, the
more money your chamber makes each month
in administration fees.
In 2018, $11 million was paid to chambers
across Canada in administration fees—
making Chambers Plan the largest third-party
contributor to chambers’ bottom line (and in
turn, strengthening the chamber movement).

Attract New Members with Chambers
Plan
Members on Chambers Plan have a 93%
retention rate. They also have incentive to
stay because if a member leaves, they’re not
eligible to stay on Chambers Plan.

A Reliable Non-Dues Revenue Stream

5

Make Chambers Plan Part of Your
Chamber's Recovery Plan
Work with our team today to develop a strategy
to gain and retain members and build revenue
through so you can continue to be there for
your members.

To learn more, please contact alana.cuma@johnstongroup.ca.
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5.1 PARTNER WITH
NEIGHBOURING CHAMBERS
5.0 - OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATION
WITHIN THE
CHAMBER NETWORK

Multiple chambers indicated a large interest in collaborating
with other chambers for virtual events, business-tobusiness and business-to-consumer marketing, webinars,
professional development and networking events. This was
mentioned for larger gala events that may be inaccessible
to smaller chambers, but also for regional business awards
and all candidate forums during provincial elections.

5.2 POOLING RESOURCES
AND SHARING EXPENSES
Of the sixty-five chambers that
responded to the survey, more than
89% indicated that they felt that
there were opportunities within the
chambers network to collaborate
to generate new revenue or reduce
expenses.

Multiple chambers referenced opportunities to pool
resources - this would allow for smaller chambers to have
greater access to resources that they may not be able to
afford otherwise, and it also allows for expenses to be
shared across multiple organizations. Some examples are
on the following page.
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5.2 POOLING RESOURCES AND SHARING EXPENSES
A. Purchase Licenses for Virtual Platforms
and Share Across Chambers

B. Office and Staff Sharing /
Co-Locating Physical Space

Many chambers have already formed small mini-hubs with neighbouring
chambers (for example, the five chambers in Northern Ontario). There
are opportunities for multiple chambers to purchase upgraded licenses
for virtual platforms and share the cost over the multiple partnering
organizations.

Multiple chambers referenced pooling resources for back
office functions such as bookkeeping, administration,
social media and advocacy. The Gravenhurst Chamber
of Commerce shared the cost for graphic design on
masks and physical distancing signs for an event, and
just changed the chamber logo at the bottom of the
material. Others suggested that hard costs such as
printer supplies, costs for photocopiers and postage
machines could be shared amongst chambers.

For example, an upgraded Standard Pro Zoom license with an add-on
feature allowing up to 500 participants in a meeting costs just over
$90.00 CAD per month. Organizations can share the cost of such a license,
and use an electronic calendar such as TeamUp (free) or YouCanBook.Me
(small charge) to allow multiple organizations to book meetings.
This ensures that the Zoom account is not being used by multiple
meeting hosts at one time, and smaller organizations can access a
fulsome video-conferencing platform with a lower cost.

Multiple respondents suggested that neighbouring
chambers could co-locate to share office space and
reduce costs related to administration.

Organizations could also add the Zoom webinar feature for up to 500
participants, costing just under $200 CAD per month or purchase licenses
for platforms such as Pheedloop that can be shared amongst partnering
chambers. Some chambers have noted the willingness to share costs for
CANVA (an online design tool) or Remo (a virtual event and networking
platform) amongst groups of chambers.

C. Event and Training Collaboration:
Multiple chambers indicated a willingness to collaborate on virtual events and training sessions, and share the cost and responsibility for
organizing these events amongst multiple chambers.
Many noted that this model does not need to be regional or even provincial - rather than restricting attendance to one chamber or a group of
regional chambers, participation could be open to organizations that are a member of any chamber in Canada.
Some chambers (for example, both Regina and Winnipeg) have held industry specific events - for members of certain sectors such as retail
- that provide an opportunity for businesses in that industry to discuss specific issues related to COVID-19. This approach could allow for the
creation of far more business connections and even the possibility of sponsorship by organizations with interest in those sectors.
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5.3 SHARE SPEAKER FEES

5.4 MERGE CHAMBERS

Sharing the cost of speaker fees was a consistent
theme from chambers. The following ideas were
suggested:

Several chamber executives noted that there
are opportunities for smaller chambers to either
merge with neighbouring chambers or to commit to
providing shared services to members.

a

Engaging a VIP speaker for multiple keynote
presentations in order to leverage buying power;

a

Holding one larger event/conference for all
chambers with a high profile speaker that may not
be accessible to individual chambers, particularly the
smaller chambers; and

a

Regional chambers collaborating to engage
speakers, and sharing the cost amongst them.

It was suggested that by consolidating members
and expenses, service delivery within regions can be
optimized to maximize benefits to members.
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6.0 ANNEX - SURVEY RESULTS

1

2

In 2019, what percentage of
your revenue was the result
of organized events?

To what extent has your Chamber been able to offset
the drop in revenue with other revenue sources
(including government support programs)?

Less than 11%

3.08%

Less than 25% of our lost revenue has been offset

47.69%

Between 11% and 20%

16.92%

Between 25% and 50% has been offset

26.15%

Between 21% and 30%

20.00%

Between 51% and 75% has been offset

12.31%

Between 31% and 40%

26.15%

Between 75% and 99% has been offset

10.77%

Between 41% and 50%

15.38%

100% of our lost revenue has been offset

3.08%

Between 51% and 60%

9.23%

Over 60%

9.23%

3

Compared to what you budgeted for 2020, how much of a decrease in revenue (approximately)
do you anticipate in the following areas due to COVID-19?

		

NO DECREASE

1% - 20%

21% - 40%

41% - 60%

More than 60% TOTAL

Events

1.59% (1)

12.70% (8)

12.70% (8)

25.40% (16)

47.62% (30)

63

Sponsorship

9.38% (6)

23.44% (15)

17.19% (11)

23.44% (15)

26.56% (17)

64

Membership

12.31% (8)

64.62% (42)

20.00% (13)

3.08% (2)

0% (0)

65

Total Revenue

1.79% (1)

17.86% (10)

42.86% (10)

30.36% (17)

7.14% (4)

56
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4

Besides government support programs, has your Chamber had any success with generating
additional revenue or do you have plans for new approaches for generating revenue? For
example, new services for chamber members, new approaches to existing services, new roles
for chambers to play in the community.

No

43.08%

Yes

56.92%

5

Do you think that there are new opportunities for collaboration within the Chamber network to
create new revenue opportunities?

No

10.77%

Yes

89.23%

6

Do you think that there are new opportunities for collaboration within the Chamber network to
reduce existing expenses?

No

18.46%

Yes

81.54%
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CHAPTER 7

1.0 Virtual Events Held by
Canadian Chambers
1.1 Centre Wellington - Awards
of Excellence Drive-In Event
The Centre Wellington Chamber of Commerce (CWCC) opted to
hold their Awards of Excellence ceremony as a drive-in event on
July 23, 2020. The event was originally planned for May 2020, and
planning (including award adjudication) was well underway when
the pandemic started.
The entire program was virtual, and sent in advance of the event.
The chamber partnered with the Grand River Raceway who
allowed CWCC to use their parking lot for the event.

1 The Grand 101 Media Release

The CWCC engaged an audio-visual company who helped produce
the event, including the rental of a 40-foot inflatable screen where
the ceremony was shown. The show featured a live emcee shown on
the inflatable screen and awards were presented using pre-recorded
videos from sponsors¹.
The event sponsors provided material for the “swag bags” as well as
individually packaged and sealed snacks. The chamber prepared an
event plan which was approved by their public health authority as
the region was in stage two of Ontario’s reopening plan. By the time
that the event was held, the region was in stage 3 of this plan, and
they were able to allow people out of their vehicles to socialize (while
wearing masks and physically distancing). Nominations and awards
were acknowledged by flashing lights and honking horns instead of
applause, and there were 80 cars and 155 attendees for the event.
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1.2 Greater Kitchener-Waterloo - Cook At Home Experience
This chamber hosts approximately 95 events per year, and is
transitioning many of them to virtual events during the pandemic.
They reviewed many virtual platforms from their users’ perspective
and settled on Hopin due to its networking capabilities and pricing.
Every Fall, the chamber holds a dinner event that was recently
renamed “Vine and Dine”. This event, normally a five course
sit-down meal made by top local chefs, is going virtual in 2020;
instead of a sit-down dinner, the chamber will be offering their
attendees a “cook-at-home” experience. Participants are offered
8-10 different meals, each curated by different local chefs; these
options will be varied and include different dietary options
(i.e., vegan, gluten-free).

The ingredients for each meal will be prepped and delivered to
attendees on the day of the virtual event, and then the Chef will
virtually guide attendees through the preparation of the dish.
On the evening of the event, attendees will log-on to Hopin
and be greeted by a short networking event (with live music!)
in the plenary room. After thirty minutes or so of networking,
the attendees will be placed into breakout rooms that are each
led by a chef. Each chef will have a maximum of 12 people in his
or her breakout room, and will guide participants through the
preparation of their meal. This activity will take approximately
50 minutes, after which all attendees will return to the plenary
room for more entertainment while they consume the meal that
they prepared.
The chamber is currently preparing its advertising for the
event, and at the time of writing, did not yet have it available;
further details should be available on the chamber's website by
the beginning of October. The Vine and Dine virtual event has
three levels of sponsorship, and the chamber reports that all
sponsors for the live event have maintained their sponsorship
for the virtual event. The chamber anticipates that the event will
generate revenue; hard costs for the event will be covered by the
registration fees, leaving the sponsorship funds to be allocated
to their physician recruitment and advocacy program.
The chamber indicated that they wanted to execute the event in
a way that made sense for everyone - the chamber, the chefs,
the venues, the sponsors, and the participants.
The demographic of people that have attended in the past has
largely been business owners and municipal leaders from the
greater Kitchener-Waterloo region.
This year with the event being held virtually, it may open up
opportunities to people who otherwise might not attend the
event. For example, they are hoping that some organizations
may use this as a team building activity where one group books
out one chef for the event, and members of the team virtually
prepare and consume their meals together.
While details are still being worked out, the chamber
anticipates that the ticket price will be approximately $100
(includes meal and delivery as well as participation) and that
it will help to showcase the hard-hit restaurant industry in the
region.
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1.3 Milton - Virtual Awards Ceremony
The Milton Chamber of Commerce held their 2020 awards ceremony
virtually in April 2020. The event was originally scheduled to be
held live, and when the pandemic started, the event’s 250 tickets
had already sold out and there was a waiting list of more than
60 people for the event. The live event has always included video
presentations from politicians at various levels of government
(who never speak live at the event), so the majority of these
videos had already been recorded when the pandemic started.
The chamber had to cancel the live event, and opted to issue
refunds for all of the tickets that had been purchased.
The chamber produced a series of videos for each of the ten
categories of their awards ceremony. Each video contained
messages from the chair of the board of directors, the emcee
for the awards ceremony, the sponsors and the local politicians.
Once this foundational piece was complete, the chamber captured
video of the winners of each category being informed that they had
won the prize for their category, and then recorded video of their
acceptance speech.

The series of videos were released on YouTube over the course of five
days in May 2020, according to a schedule that the chamber included
on its website. After the awards were complete, the chamber produced
a single video containing all of the awards presentations, and the local
cable company, Cogeco (who was also a sponsor), put it on air.
The video with the winner for each category is archived on the
chamber's YouTube channel. The chamber reports that it maintained
all of its sponsorship for the event; anecdotal responses from both the
sponsors and the nominees and winners were positive. Since the event
had no hard costs but maintained its sponsorship, the event generated
revenue for the chamber.
Once the province of Ontario started to re-open, the Milton Chamber
of Commerce planned an in-person event to celebrate the nominees
and winners. The live event will be held on 22 September 2020, and will
be a safe, physically distanced event held outdoors.
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1.5

Calgary - Summer Sips
Networking Event

The Calgary Chamber of Commerce
held its Summer Sips Virtual
Networking: Stampede Edition event
on July 9th, 2020². Attendees received
a taster pack from a local beer
company and a personal charcuterie
board from a catering company - both
of whom were sponsors for the event.
Attendees were offered the option of receiving their taster pack and charcuterie
board via curbside pick-up at the chamber office or home delivery for a $5 service fee.
The event was held via Zoom, and attendees were separated into breakout rooms
of 4-5 people for the beer tasting. The cost of the tickets remained the same
for the virtual event as had been planned for the live event ($35 members/$45
non-members). To invoke the spirit of the Calgary Stampede (which was cancelled
in 2020), attendees were encouraged to don their “best stampede gear”.
On October 6, 2020, this chamber is hosting a
virtual event⁵ at a fitness facility. Attendees
receive a virtual tour of the facility, a virtual meet
and greet with trainers and massage therapists,
and a chance to win varying memberships.
Attendance is complimentary for chamber
members, and $15 for non-members; each
attendee receives a complimentary one week
pass to use the facility.
The virtual event will be held using Zoom and the
organizers have indicated that attendees will not
be expected to have their web camera turned on
during the forty-five minute event.

A second and similar event held on August 12, 2020 -- the Summer Sips Virtual
Networking: Garden Party Edition³ and this event sold out.

1.6

Sault Ste. Marie
Virtual Town Hall

The Sault Ste. Marie Chamber of Commerce offered basic complimentary
membership to all non-member local businesses during the month of May⁴ to allow
businesses to stay up to date on pandemic related information.
The chamber then held a series of three free virtual town hall meetings that were
all based on pandemic responses and updates, and included the Mayor, MP, and
MPP for the region.
The virtual town halls were held using Zoom, and the chamber reported that the
coordination and execution of the event was smooth, and the amount of staff time
needed to prepare for and coordinate the event was significantly less than for a
live event.

2 Calgary Chamber of Commerce Summer Sips Stampede Edition
3 Calgary Chamber of Commerce Summer Sips Garden Party Edition
4 The Sault Online Article
5 October Business After Hours Mixer
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2.0 Virtual Events Held by
Canadian Associations

2.1 Certified Professional
Bookkeepers of Canada (CPB)
The Certified Professional Bookkeepers of Canada (CPB) are
holding their annual conference virtually in September 2020⁶.
The convention is being held over three days, with multiple
sessions that are between sixty and ninety minutes in length.
There is also a virtual exhibition hall, many sponsors, networking
events and an awards presentation. The association opted to
use a virtual platform - in this case, Pheedloop - for the event,
and has engaged a professional conference organizer as well.
The IGNITE 2020 Program is varied, includes multiple concurrent
sessions, and has a hosted buyer component.

6 CPB IGNITE 2020

Certified bookkeepers who are attending the conference can apply to
be a hosted buyer using the following process:

aThey

can accept five 15-minute appointments with suppliers;
these sessions will take place in a secure one-on-one environment;

a

The matchmaking is done manually by the event organizers,
based on preferences indicated in the registration form; and

a

In return for attending these five sessions, the attendee will receive
$100 off the cost of their registration.
The matchmaking activity is limited to 40 buyers, and successful
applicants were chosen by a vetting committee that was made up of
the event’s top tier sponsors. This small virtual trade show approach
could work well for chambers of commerce who are unable to hold
larger meetings due to the pandemic.
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Association - Virtual Conference
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2.2 Canadian Association
for Business Economics

This association will be holding its annual convention virtually from
October 23-24, 2020⁷. The conference program contains multiple (often
concurrent) sessions from 10 am to 4:45 pm each day (EDT), and tiered
pricing is offered based on membership in the association (i.e., student
member, new member, regular member).
The event will be supported by a conference app that will allow attendees
to build their schedules, read about invited speakers, and network with
other attendees.
Multiple meetings that would normally take place during the live
convention (for example, the association’s board meeting and AGM, as
well as committee meetings) have been removed from the conference
program and will take place separately via video conferencing (in this
case, Zoom).
The association is keeping its members up to date via extensive social
media communication and via its web site.

7 CPA Virtual Conference 2020
8 CABE Webinar Series September 2020

The Canadian Association for Business Economics (CABE)
normally holds its annual conference in Kingston each
year; in 2020, they have offered their members a series of
webinars instead of the face-to-face event⁸.
The webinar series has been broken up into nine topics,
each of which is being offered at different times over the
course of September 2020.
Registration is $20 per webinar for members, and $50 per
webinar for non-members. The content is focused entirely
on supporting businesses through the pandemic.
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3.0 - Collection Tool for Examples of Virtual Events

As the staging of virtual/hybrid events by
chambers of commerce is still relatively
new, CCEC is interested in continuing to
collect examples of virtual/hybrid events
that you hold moving forward.
By collecting examples from the network, we will be able to
provide updates to this chapter on what events are being held,
whether your business objectives were achieved, successes
and challenges you encountered and data on financial results
of virtual/hybrid events.
If you are willing to contribute to this project, once you’ve held
a virtual/hybrid event, please provide details on the event
at this link. It should take less than 10 minutes to report on any
event you hold and the collective intelligence will be of great
benefit to the overall chamber network.
Depending on the level of participation, CCEC will provide
monthly/quarterly updates on the information collected.

